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Community colleges are facing new economic realities in the midst of growing demand for accountability. To meet these challenges, college leaders take a strategic posture rooted in an entrepreneurial behavior. However, the relationship between entrepreneurialism and overall performance in a community college setting remained a gap in the existing body of literature. The purpose of this survey research was to explore the relationship between community college entrepreneurial orientation, enrollment management orientation, and performance. The study measured entrepreneurial orientation using a modified instrument, and enrollment management orientation was measured from a newly developed item set. Lastly, an objective measure of performance data were acquired from IPEDS. Study participants were community college presidents representing institutions from 39 states across the U.S. The findings suggest that entrepreneurial orientation is a significant predictor of enrollment management orientation. However, entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation were not significant predictors of objective performance. The implications for future research, policy, and practice are discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A strong national economy requires a highly educated workforce to meet the challenges of a global marketplace. As the unemployment rate remains stagnant, employers seeking to fill existing positions are requiring applicants to have at minimum a higher education degree (Rothwell, 2012). Rothwell (2012) found that 43% of the job openings require at least a bachelor’s degree in 100 metropolitan areas in the United States. Furthermore, Mathews (2013) observed that 65% of all jobs in the U.S. will require a postsecondary degree by the year 2020. Shortly after the 2008 recession, Porter (2008) proposed that the U.S. needed a national competitive strategy to meet the emerging economic challenges. With the growing number of individuals losing jobs and failing to find new ones (Rothwell, 2012), Porter (2008) stated that with “… insecurity and job turnover are higher than ever, the U.S. … abdicated its responsibility to provide a credible transitional safety net for Americans…” (para. 18). By transitional safety net, Porter suggests that Americans should have access to quality education that provides the transition from one type of a career to another or the means of earning the credentials to enter the workforce. On the topic of degree attainment, a report by Lumina Foundation found that degree attainment remains a problem within the American higher education system and a threat to the economic recovery (Mathews, 2013). Rothwell (2012) noted that “Educational attainment makes workers more employable, creates demand for complementary less educated workers, and facilitates entrepreneurship” (p. 1). Citing the U.S. Census Bureau, Mathews (2013) found that 8.58% hold an associate degree, 19.30% hold a bachelor’s degree, and 10.84% hold graduate or professional degrees
among residents ages 25-64, and according to the same report, the rate of degree attainment is insufficient to meet the national economic goals. However, with higher education institutions, more specifically community colleges, facing their own economic realities, can the institutional leaders strategically position their institution to meet the new challenges?

With the growing decline in public funding (Archibald & Feldman, 2008; D'Amico, Katsinas, & Friedel, 2012), community colleges have begun to behave more entrepreneurial to ensure that access to higher education remains at the forefront of the institutional mission (AACC, 2012b; Roueche & Jones, 2005). New partnerships, strategic alliances, outsourcing, market-centric programs, organizational restructuring, and leveraging tax-exempt status have come to define the recent entrepreneurial initiatives of the community colleges (Flannigan, Greene, & Jones, 2005). From this perspective, community college leaders argue that entrepreneurialism supports their institution’s public mission (AACC, 2012b; Jaschik, 2012; Roueche & Jones, 2005), but no studies so far have linked the manifestation of entrepreneurial behavior to community college performance. Furthermore, some maintain that community colleges when engaging in market-like behavior erode the cultural values of knowledge as a public good (Kraatz, Ventresca, & Deng, 2010); whereas others demand greater accountability of community college performance (Lattimore, D'Amico, & Hancock, 2012; Neal, 2008; Roach, 2009; Zumeta, 2011).

Community college advocates have embraced non-financial performance measures of enrollment, retention, and graduation as accountability metrics (AACC, 2012c; Keeling, Wall, Underhile, & Dungy, 2008). Because of the growing external
demand for accountability from stakeholders and policymakers, the non-financial performance factors in the form of enrollment, retention, and graduation have emerged as national policy issues for community colleges (AACC, 2012c; Roach, 2009). For example, the American Graduation Initiative for community colleges seeks to “… launch new initiatives and reforms that will increase their effectiveness and impact by figuring out what works and what doesn't, modernize facilities, increase graduation rates, and expand and create new online learning opportunities…” (President Obama in Brandon, 2011) for adding 5 million new graduates to the workforce by 2020. In order to achieve the American Graduation Initiative agenda, O’Banion stated “The completion agenda [American Graduation Initiative] will not succeed without high quality programs in admission, orientation, assessment, placement, advising, registration, and financial aid—the territory for student services” (The SOURCE, 2011, p. 6). Since community college leaders have advocated entrepreneurial behavior to achieve institutional mission (Roueche & Jones, 2005), it is unclear if community college professionals whom O’Banion speaks of exhibit an entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Morris, Webb, & Franklin, 2011) that relate to meeting enrollment, retention, and graduation goals. The relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance remains a gap in research; however, it should be studied because community college performance has come to the forefront as a national policy issue.

Community College

From 1950 to present day, community colleges have grown from little over 330 to over 1,100 institutions. As of fall 2009, community colleges enrolled 8 million students in credit level programs (AACC, 2013a). Pertinent legislations of the 1960s provided the
fuel for the enrollment growth in community colleges (A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003). Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, federally funded higher education institutions could not discriminate student enrollment based on race, color, and national origin, thus opening the door to higher education for many of the underserved population.

Furthermore, the Higher Education Act of 1965 mandated the federal government to allocate tax dollars to fund the Title IV student aid program allowing lower income students to offset tuition cost (A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003). In addition, the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1966, commonly known as the G.I. Bill, mandated the Department of Defense to allocate tax dollars to fund educational needs of military veterans (Olson, 1973). With the availability of federal funds to offset the cost of college attendance, community colleges provided prospective students with the access to higher education. While some viewed student aid as an opportunity for many students to attend higher education institutions, others viewed it as a revenue generating scheme for the institution (Slaughter & Rhoades, 2004).

**Market-Centric Community Colleges**

Through the lens of academic capitalism, Slaughter and Rhoades (2004) observed that the colleges became market-centric when the policies favored the flow of federal funds directly to students. According to Slaughter and Rhoades (2004), academic capitalism refers to higher education institutions leveraging institutional resources to behave market-centric for the purposes of revenue generation. The Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA) subsidized tuition with government funded grants and loans, and an amendment to HEA in 1972 established a new formula for allocating federal aid directly to the students. The amendment was significant for several reasons. First, the colleges
calculated federal student aid using a single formula provided within the legislation.
Second, the amendment established additional funds in the form of grants allocated to
students based on financial needs. Third, because the students are the direct recipients of
federal student aid, they had the choice to use the aid at any college. With the choice of
using federal student aid at any college, the colleges began to perceive the students as
consumers of higher education. In light of this view on students as consumers, public
higher education institutions began to leverage institutional resources to be more market-
centric (Coomes, 2000; Hossler, 1984; Slaughter & Rhoades, 2004).

On the topic of market-centric behavior, some academicians (Clemetsen &
Rhodes, 2009; A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Hossler, 1984; Kolti, 1993; Mars &
Metcalf, 2009; Mellow & Heelan, 2008; Roueche & Jones, 2005; The SOURCE, 2011)
argued that community colleges leverage institutional resources to fulfill its public
mission of serving the educational needs of the students and the community. Kolti
(1993) observed that community colleges leveraged the institutional program offerings in
response to “… employment trends, employer needs …” (p. 103) and noted a program on
industrial model building offered by Northeast Wisconsin Technical College (NWTC) in
response to industry needs as a success story because it transformed the state’s economy.
In other words, NWTC aligned its instructional program in accordance to the institutional
mission. Others, however, describe community colleges leveraging institutional
resources to be more entrepreneurial to contend with internal and external environments
(Roueche & Jones, 2005). Wallace (2005) noted that a partnership between Florida
Community College at Jacksonville (FCCJ) and Xerox Corporation led to the
development of a new academic program to support digital printing technology. Another
program described by Wallace (2005), FCCJ partnered with the military to create a program to “… pursue training and education contracts aggressively with the U.S. military” (p. 16) for the purpose of generating profit. Pickleman (2005) discussed the entrepreneurialism in North Harris Montgomery Community College District (NHMCCD). NHMCCD purchased existing real-estate, and leveraged the revenues to fund “… professional development programs for the faculty” (p. 32). While the illustrations provided by Pickleman (2005) and Wallace (2005) demonstrated revenue increases from the market-centric practices, they do not link the entrepreneurial activity to non-financial performance metrics. Nonetheless, market-centric practices have been observed among enrollment management professionals (EMPs) who strategically align institutional resources to meet the non-financial organizational performance of enrollment, retention, and graduation (Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Slaughter & Leslie, 2001).

**Enrollment Management Subunits**

Slaughter and Leslie (2001) observed market-centric practices in the student services area among enrollment management professionals. Kraatz et al. (2010) characterized enrollment management as an innovative structure that colleges adopted to consolidate “… administrative functions that have the potential to affect enrollments and tuition revenues” (p. 1524). With the expansion of the Title IV student aid program, colleges organized the enrollment management unit to “… sell higher education as product and service to students and parents …” (Slaughter & Leslie, 2001, p. 157). From this perspective, enrollment management professionals operated as the sales unit (Kraatz et al., 2010) of the college, and received incentives for meeting the enrollment goal by
capitalizing on the federal student aid program. Furthermore, colleges raised tuition prices to benefit from the revenue generated from the student aid program and this practice viewed enrollment management units as profit-centric (Slaughter & Leslie, 2001).

However, others (Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009; Glenn, 2009; Hossler, 1984; Jonas & Popvics, 2000) linked enrollment management to student success and suggested that enrollment management professionals strategically align enrollment, academic, and institutional goals. In community college context, enrollment management professionals develop and carry out the strategic enrollment management (SEM) plan by leveraging the institutional resources to achieve “… mission-related goals …[and] maximize student success” (Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009, p. 15). Bontrager and Pollock (2009) defined strategic enrollment management as an institution-wide strategic “… concept and process that enables the fulfillment of institutional mission and students’ educational goal” (p. 3). Clemetsen and Rhodes (2009) defined the context of institutional mission and educational goals as achieving the performance measures of enrollment, retention, and graduation.

Enrollment management professionals are top-level managers of various community college subunits which collectively form the enrollment management structure (Bontrager & Moore, 2009). The subunits within community colleges are part of the broader divisions of student affairs, academic affairs, and business affairs (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Hossler, 1984). Academic affairs division within a community college is oriented with academic related matters. Organizational functions within community colleges such as development of courses, curriculum, academic
department management, faculty assignment, and academic program accreditation are examples of responsibilities and outcomes that fall within one or more academic affairs subunit. Student affairs division manages operations related to student enrollment and student activities. Admissions, student records and registration, and financial aid are the structured subunits within a student affairs division. Lastly, business affairs division deals with finance, facilities operations and other non-academic or non-student activities vital to institutional operation (A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Mellow & Heelan, 2008; Pollock, 2006).

Enrollment management professionals leverage their subunit by guiding the “… strategic efforts to improve and sustain student success…” (Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009, p. 31), and the outcome of the planning process relates to the institutional performance measures (AACC, 2012c; Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009; Hossler, 1984; The SOURCE, 2011). To achieve the enrollment management goals, Black (2004), Dixon (1995) and Glenn (2009) suggested that community colleges may institute a centralized planning or a decentralized planning enrollment management structure; thereby suggesting the manner in which interaction occurs among the enrollment management subunits towards institutional planning. Prior research on subunit effectiveness suggests that a community college subunit that can address external or internal problems may have a stronger influence on overall organizational planning (Engelen, 2011; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1974). Therefore, the role of the community college subunit and the planning process of enrollment management professionals may have an effect on overall community college performance (Castrogiovanni, 1991; Engelen, 2011; Hitt, Ireland, Keats, & Vianna, 1983).
Community College Performance

On the topic of community college performance measures, Clemetsen (2009), Clemetsen and Rhodes (2009), and Mellow and Heelan (2008), maintained that measuring community college performance is complex and suggested that enrollment, retention, and graduation may not be sufficient indicators. (Clemetsen, 2009) suggested that strategy planning should be linked with academic units, and further noted that performance should include academic elements such as early alert systems, course scheduling, and co-curricular programs. Clemetsen and Rhodes (2009), and Mellow and Heelan (2008) suggested that community colleges serve multiple missions such that normative metrics may not fully inform the effectiveness of the institution to the community or the stakeholder. For example, one community college may enroll more underprepared students that may negatively influence its graduation rate. On the other hand, another community college may enroll more college ready students, but the overall population is smaller than other peer institutions.

Continuing on the topic of community college performance, Whissemore (2012) reported that community colleges are held to the same standards as four-year institutions. To address this issue, and to bring community college effectiveness to the forefront, the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) has released the Voluntary Framework Accountability (VFA) that normalizes performance measures among community colleges (AACC, 2013b; Whissemore, 2012). In developing the VFA, AACC tested the performance metrics in a pilot study involving 58 community colleges (Dougherty, Hare, & Natow, 2009; Whissemore, 2012). AACC (2012c) described the performance metrics of VFA that “… can be used to provide accountability and to gauge
the effectiveness of community colleges in meeting their stated missions” (p. 5). In other words, the VFA encompasses the metrics to measure the multiple missions of community colleges.

To meet the performance metrics implies that community college leaders and managers engage in some form of strategy-making process (Miller, 1983). Furthermore, community college leaders agree that the institutions need to restructure their academic and student services subunits to be more effective, collaborative, and innovative (The SOURCE, 2011). According to Bontrager and Moore (2009), the community college leaders and managers responsible for strategy-making construct the enrollment management framework; therefore, suggesting that the strategy-making process of enrollment management professionals may relate to community college performance (Miller, 1983). However, no empirical research has studied this relationship in community college setting; researchers, however, have studied the relationship between strategy making and organizational performance by using the entrepreneurial orientation construct (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983; Morris et al., 2011).

Entrepreneurial Orientation

Entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is a firm level construct that measures the degree to which top-level managers engage in strategy-making process that entail risk-taking, proactiveness, innovativeness, competitiveness, and autonomy (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983; Morris et al., 2011). Entrepreneurial orientation has been studied widely in for-profit and non-profit organizations, and researchers have established the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and organizational performance (Covin & Slevin, 1988; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983; Morris et al., 2011; Pearce II, Fritz, & Davis,
Miller (1983), for example, found support for EO-performance relationship in for-profit organizations where strategic planning coordination ranged from centralized to decentralized mechanism. In this study, performance measures were financial in nature. Other studies, however, have linked EO to non-financial performance indicators (Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013).

Entrepreneurial orientation, rooted in the strategy-making process of top-level managers, has been established to relate to non-financial performance indicators. For example, Pearce II et al. (2010) found support for EO-performance relationship in a study of churches where performance indicators such as increase in church members and in donations from the congregation were measured. In another study, Phelan et al. (2013) found support for EO-performance relationship where performance metrics included both financial and non-financial indicators in education context. Since researchers have confirmed the relationship between EO and organizational performance in the non-profit setting, it is likely that community college leaders may exhibit an EO in the context of strategy-making process. Furthermore, since researchers have also indicated that both financial and non-financial performance indicators relate to EO, it is likely that performance indicators may relate to EO in community college settings. However, in community college context, the relationship between EO and performance measures has yet to be established thus, presenting a gap in EO-performance research.

**Problem Statement**

With the national economy still stagnant, employers are seeking to fill new positions with applicants holding higher education credentials (Rothwell, 2012).
Furthermore, as reported by Mathews (2013), future labor markets will increasingly demand applicants holding college degrees. This has placed higher education institutions in the forefront of economic recovery (Mathews, 2013; Rothwell, 2012). However, higher education institutions, more specifically community colleges, are faced with their own realities to meet the needs to support economic growth (Katsinas, Davis, Friedel, Kob, & Grant, 2013; Mathews, 2013; Rothwell, 2012). Community colleges are contending with declining public funds from the city, state, and federal sources; meeting the demand for new Title IV regulations; increased pressure to address accountability; containing the cost of college attendance; and competition for student enrollment while in pursuit of their social mission (Charles & Bruce, 2010; D'Amico et al., 2012; Dougherty et al., 2009; Katsinas et al., 2013). Community colleges have engaged in entrepreneurialism to respond to the changing market that they serve and to meet the demand for their services. New partnerships, strategic alliances, outsourcing, innovative programs, organizational restructuring, and leveraging their tax exempt status have come to define the innovative or entrepreneurial initiatives that community colleges engage in to maintain legitimacy to their stakeholders (Flannigan et al., 2005). One innovative organizational restructuring was the adoption of the enrollment management model in community colleges. Kraatz et al. (2010) found that colleges are more likely to adopt the enrollment management model when faced with structural problems that appear solvable by consolidating bureaucratic processes, but the unintended consequence was that it disrupted the social mission in favor for market-like practice. The enrollment management (EM) model converged administrative structures, subunits, and practices to manage the enrollment process to meet the market demand (Hossler, 1984; Huddleston,
Because the current economic climate presents operational challenges for community colleges, risk-averse normative practices are acceptable in the strategy process to meet market demand (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Nonetheless, some community college enrollment management leaders may leverage the situation to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities in an effort to meet the performance demand (Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Roueche & Jones, 2005). The problem, however, is that the manifestation of entrepreneurialism in the planning process within the enrollment management model and community college performance to meet the market demand remains empirically unexplored by scholars (Morris et al., 2011).

Research has shown enrollment management professionals have behaved in an entrepreneurial manner to contend with the internal and external environment (Roueche & Jones, 2005). Moreover, research has also shown that enrollment management professionals leverage their subunits in the context of strategy making (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Hitt et al., 1983). Furthermore, subunit effectiveness has been linked to overall organizational performance (Carillo & Kopelman, 1991). Nevertheless, the relationship between the entrepreneurial orientation of enrollment management orientation and community college performance remains unclear. Therefore, the present study seeks to address the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation of enrollment management professionals in the context of strategy-making process and community college performance. Furthermore, the role of community college subunit was explored in this study in the context of EO-performance relationship.
Purpose Statement

The purpose of this quantitative survey research study was to explore the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Morris et al., 2011) and community college performance (AACC, 2013b; Dougherty et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2011). The independent variable in the study is entrepreneurial orientation, and the dependent variable is community college performance. Entrepreneurial orientation is an organizational level construct to measure risk-taking, proactiveness, innovativeness, competitiveness, and autonomy in the context of strategy-making process of top-level managers (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983; Morris et al., 2011). Community college performance is a measure of the institution’s financial and non-financial metrics (AACC, 2012c; Morris et al., 2011). Community college subunits are departments managed by enrollment management professionals who engage in strategy-making process to leverage the subunits to meet internal and external environmental needs (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Castrogiovanni, 1991; Hitt et al., 1983).

The design of this study was a non-experimental cross-sectional survey research employing quantitative data analysis methods (Belli, 2009). A survey research involves selecting a specific sample population who provide data via a questionnaire so that a researcher can employ quantitative analysis to address the research question (Babbie, 1990). Using a purposeful sampling strategy (Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007), the study participants I selected were enrollment management professionals at community colleges located in the United States.
Research Questions

The overall goal of the study was to explain the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance. The present study seeks to answer the following research questions:

1. What is the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance?
2. What is the relationship between enrollment management orientation and community college performance?
3. To what extent does enrollment management orientation mediate the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance?
4. To what extent does entrepreneurial orientation predict performance in the enrollment management dimensions managed by the community college subunits?

Key Terms

Below, I provide definition of key terms used throughout the study.

Entrepreneurial orientation- Entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is a firm level construct that measures the degree to which top-level managers engage in strategy-making processes that entail risk-taking, proactiveness, innovativeness, competitiveness, and autonomy (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983; Morris et al., 2011).

Community college performance- Community college performance is a measure of financial and non-financial indicators (AACC, 2013b; Dougherty et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2011).
Subunits- Subunits are a formal structure within an organization that serve a specific business function contributing to the overall organizational performance (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Morgan, 1997; Stefanos, 2006).

Enrollment management- Enrollment management is a community college structure that brings together various subunits to achieve institutional mission (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Pollock, 2006).

Enrollment management professionals- Enrollment management professionals are top-level managers of community college subunits who coordinate the planning activities to achieve enrollment management goals (Bontrager & Moore, 2009).

**Conceptual Framework**

**Study Design**

The present study drew on a post-positivist view of research design thereby utilizing a quantitative survey research methodology as the strategy of inquiry (Belli, 2009; Creswell, 2003; Ryan, 2006). Belli (2009) explains that quantitative research may be either experimental, or non-experimental. A non-experimental quantitative study involves the researcher to study the variables as they occur in the natural setting, and drawing on other sources for causal explanation such as a mediating or moderating variable (Belli, 2009). Thus, a non-experimental quantitative approach was appropriate because the goal was to explain the relationship between EO and community college performance without manipulating the measures of EO.

The purpose of my quantitative survey research (Babbie, 1990) study was to explain the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and community college performance. Since variables were not manipulated, the research design for my
dissertation study was a non-experimental quantitative design (Belli, 2009). I collected primary data using a survey instrument, and acquired institutional performance metrics from secondary data source. I collected data at a single point in time from community college leaders, presidents and vice-presidents, employed at community colleges across the United States.

**Theoretical Framework**

I grounded my research in the theoretical framework of entrepreneurial orientation in non-profit context. Several researchers have studied entrepreneurial orientation (EO) in the for-profit sector (Chadwick, Barnett, & Dwyer, 2008; Covin, Green, & Slevin, 2006; Covin & Slevin, 1988, 1991; Entrialgo, Fernández, & Vázquez, 2000; Miles, Arnold, & Thompson, 1993; Miller, 1983), while other researchers have contextualized and argued the study of EO in non-profit setting (Morris et al., 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010). In the for-profit context, entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is the measure of autonomy, competitive aggressiveness, proactiveness, innovativeness, and risk-taking of “… processes, practices, and decision-making activities that lead to new entry.” (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996, p. 136). In this sense, for-profits behave entrepreneurial to achieve economic dominance by increasing the market-share of their products and services into these new markets. While the entrepreneurial activities in a for-profit sector center around profit generation, the entrepreneurial activities in a non-profit sector are contextualized to the pursuant of a social mission that serves a social purpose (Morris et al., 2011). Morris et al. (2011) observed that since EO measures the degree to which an organization is “… entrepreneurial versus conservative and concerns how the firm’s top managers support key entrepreneurial activities” (p. 956), researchers may measure EO in
non-profit context. Morris et al. (2011) conceptualized these dimensions of EO in non-profit context by arguing that “… motives, processes, and outcomes …” (p. 496) are indicative of a social mission rather than profit motive.

Morris et al. (2011) provided a conceptual framework of innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-taking as dimensions of EO in non-profit context. Innovativeness in the form of “Basic workflows, technologies, and job design …” (p. 958) occurs when an opportunity arises to achieve greater “social returns” (p. 958), such as enrollment, retention, and graduation. Proactiveness refers to the non-profit organization’s ability to sustain growth and enhance performance financially and in pursuance to the social mission. Lastly, non-profit organizations engage in risk-taking when the activities greatly enhance the organization’s ability to deliver the social services to more people who may benefit from the services.

**Institutional Performance**

Researchers have linked entrepreneurial orientation of non-profit organizations to the organizational performance. Rauch et al. (2009) established through meta-analysis that EO correlates to both financial and non-financial performance measures, and further argued that self-reporting of performance measures did not threaten the validity of the EO-performance relationship. In their study of EO in religious context, Pearce II et al. (2010) found a positive relationship between EO and organizational performance. Using the moderating-effects model for studying EO-performance relationship (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996), Pearce II et al. (2010) observed that EO and strategic planning “… helped religious congregations to improve their member attendance [non-financial] and contributions [financial].” (p. 236). Phelan et al. (2013) found support for EO-
performance relationship in education context, and the performance measures were No Child Left Behind scores, as well as financial measures.

**Significance**

The present study established the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation. The significance of the study offered insight to future research, policy, and practice.

**Policy**

Higher education institutions play a vital role in sustaining economic growth in national, state, and local context (Mathews, 2013; Rothwell, 2012). Education attainment promotes entrepreneurship, and fosters competition in the labor market (Rothwell, 2012). However, current education policies force institutions to dedicate more resources to compliance rather than to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities to meet market demand (Katsinas et al., 2013). For example, Katsinas et al. (2013) found the new Title IV regulations negatively influenced enrollment in community colleges in Arkansas, Mississippi, and Alabama. One financial administrator in the study commented “…financial aid administrators spend 90% of time working on compliance and regulation issues. If we could reduce those burdens, we could be in the field connecting with students and building relationships to achieve success” (p. 10). This suggests that institutions dedicate significant resources of a single community college subunit to regulatory compliance, and consequently, it may be diverting resources from other activities that may support degree attainment. Therefore, at the national level, higher education policymakers should support and promote policies that enable community
college leaders to engage in entrepreneurialism so the institutions can exceed performance demands such that it can significantly contribute to degree attainment.

**Practice**

Studies on the topic of entrepreneurial orientation have shown positive relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and performance in non-profit settings. While a normative approach may be a safe risk-averse approach to management practice in community colleges (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983), entrepreneurial managers contribute to a higher degree of institutional performance (Caree & Thurik, 2011). Community college presidents will find it noteworthy that promoting entrepreneurial behavior among enrollment management professionals may have positive influence on institutional performance measures. Colleges that exhibit higher degree of performance demonstrate their managerial strengths to their internal and external stakeholders (AACC, 2012c). Therefore, community college presidents can advance the management capacity of enrollment management professionals by legitimizing entrepreneurial behavior as a management practice through establishment of an entrepreneurship development program (Entrialgo et al., 2000).

**Research**

The present study provided the groundwork for future research on the topic of entrepreneurial orientation in higher education. Although this study applied the EO construct to enrollment management professionals in community college context, other studies can apply EO to faculty or to the whole institution (George & Marino, 2011), and study its relationship to organizational performance.
I limited the study sites for the present to community colleges, and enrollment management professionals as study participants. Because I have established the framework to apply EO-performance relationship in community college context, future research may entail replicating the methodology to include four-year institutions. The subsequent research involving other higher education institutions will add to the validity of the survey instrument and provide strength to EO-performance relationships (Babbie, 1990).

**Limitations**

I approached this study as a dissertation, thus, limiting the scope of the research by study sites and participants. First, I selected community colleges as study sites. While other studies on EO limited study participants to a single top-level manager (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983; Morris et al., 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010), my study expanded the scope where study participants are concerned. Within the study sites, I selected enrollment management professionals as the study participants. Multiple participants were identified based on job title.

Next, data collection for the study was limited to a modified survey instrument that I developed based on prior studies (Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013). Using modified instruments present several challenges in survey research. First, I addressed the instrument validity by pilot testing the instrument with subject matter experts. Second, I assessed the construct validity by applying statistical tests. Lastly, participants may respond to the survey questions that may be more favorable to them (Phillips & Clancy, 1972). However, the nature of a post-positivist view of research is to accept the data as it occurs in the natural world, but acknowledge the limitations (Belli, 2009; Ryan, 2006).
Lastly, maximizing the response was another limitation to the study. Craig and McCann (1978) found item response rate varies based on the question type, number of questions, and the response expected for an item when researchers administer surveys by mail. In an effort to improve the response rate, I designed a web-based system to help facilitate data collection while reducing data entry required by the participants. Using a web-based system offered many advantages such as ease of access to the instrument, real-time data collection, response rate tracking, lower cost of administration, and flexibility in designing complex questions (Fink, 2009). Although using the web-based system provided many benefits, data analysis was limited to the participant’s response (Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2008).

**Conclusion**

This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduced the topic of entrepreneurialism in community colleges and presented the purpose of the research, research questions, significance of the study, and the study limitations. Chapter 2 of this study provided a review of the literature on topics of entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance. Chapter 3 provided a theoretical framework for the study, hypotheses, and the methodology for the study. In addition, Chapter 3 discussed the study site selection, participant selection, instrument design, a description of the methods of data collection, data analysis, and validity. Chapter 4 presented the results and the findings, and Chapter 5 concluded with the discussion, and the next steps.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

A literature review in a quantitative study entails a thorough review of the independent variables and the dependent variables of the study (Creswell, 2003). The independent variable in this study is entrepreneurial orientation (EO) (Morris et al., 2011) and the dependent variable is the non-financial community college performance measure (AACC, 2013b; Dougherty et al., 2009). Because I utilized the manuscript option for my dissertation, this chapter presents an abridged literature review of entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance.

The design of this chapter is as follows. First, I discuss entrepreneurial orientation in more detail. The EO section emphasizes the definition of entrepreneurial orientation, and the relationship of EO and organizational performance. The section concludes with a synthesis of applying EO to enrollment management professionals in community colleges. Next, I present the literature review on community college performance. This section presents the controversy on specific measures of community college performance.

Entrepreneurial Orientation

The essence of entrepreneurial behavior is the proclivity for capitalizing on an opportunity that leads to the creation of a new product or service (Sarasvathy, Dew, Velamuri, & Venkataraman, 2011). Sarasvathy et al. (2011) observed that an “…entrepreneurial opportunity … consists of a set of ideas, beliefs, and actions that enable the creation of future goods and service in the absence of current markets for them …” (p. 79). In other words, managers must recognize the value of the new idea, envision the
end goal for the new idea, and take actions to achieve the end goals. Value, in the context of entrepreneurial opportunity, could be economic in nature or a social good (Mellow & Heelan, 2008; Sarasvathy et al., 2011). In a community college context, one might observe entrepreneurial opportunity as pursuing a new market for enrolling students or leveraging technology to develop a student retention program. Moreover, the entrepreneurial opportunities pursued to achieve the end goal— the social mission of the institution— will be evident in the strategy-making process of enrollment management professionals (Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Mellow & Heelan, 2008; Sarasvathy et al., 2011). To that end, enrollment management professionals may exhibit entrepreneurial behavior in their strategy-making process (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). Lumpkin and Dess (1996) observed that the entrepreneurial orientation construct of top managers, rooted in the strategy-making process, measures their propensity for entrepreneurial behavior. Therefore, applying the entrepreneurial orientation construct to enrollment management professionals in community colleges will provide an insight into their strategy-making process.

**Defining Entrepreneurial Orientation**

Entrepreneurial orientation is a firm level construct applied to top-level managers (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996) “…for capturing evidence of entrepreneurial decision process…” (Lumpkin, Moss, Gras, Kato, & Amezcua, 2013, p. 769). Lumpkin et al. (2013) describes entrepreneurial decision processes as “…a diverse set of activities which include planning, analysis, and decision-making that organizations rely on…” (p. 769) to achieve the organizational performance measures. The entrepreneurial orientation construct consists of measuring the dimensions of innovativeness, proactiveness, risk-
taking, autonomy, and competitive aggressiveness using a Likert scale instrument (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). Miller (1983) defined entrepreneurial orientation as a measure of the extent to which an organization engages in proactiveness, innovativeness, and risk-taking as components of entrepreneurial activities. Researchers have studied entrepreneurial orientation of organizations in for-profit settings (Covin et al., 2006; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983) and non-profit settings (Lumpkin et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010) and linked EO to organizational performance.

Organizations that exhibit innovativeness will support strategy-making processes that lead to “… new products, services, or technological processes …” (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996, p. 142). Proactiveness is the tendency to stay ahead in the market by offering new products or services, while sunsetting antiquated products or services. Risk-taking demonstrates the organization’s commitment to capitalize on market opportunities by incurring debt or resource allocation. Autonomy refers to the ability of the organization to allow an individual or a team to conceptualize and bring to life a new idea. Lastly, competitive aggressiveness is the firm’s willingness to exploit weakness among the rivals and to outperform the key competitors in the marketplace (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996).

**EO and Firm Type**

In a survey study of 52 firms, Miller (1983) concluded that the correlation between innovativeness, risk-taking, and proactiveness is the degree to which an organization is entrepreneurial. Miller (1983) suggested that there exists a relationship between organizational typology and entrepreneurship. Miller (1983) posited that typology of firms can be “empirically validated” (p. 772), link strategy making with organizational structure and environmental variables, and show relationship to
entrepreneurship. Furthermore, drawing on the shortcomings of Mintzberg’s organizational typology, Miller (1983) argued that to study entrepreneurship in organizations, the findings must be empirically sound. In other words, in the study of entrepreneurial behavior in organizations, the manifestation of entrepreneurial behavior should be quantifiable.

The three types of firms that Miller (1983) discussed in the study were simple firms, planning firms, and organic firms. Miller characterized a simple firm as having centralized power that belongs to the owner, and strategy making is “… intuitive rather than analytical …” (p. 772). The primary driver of entrepreneurship of a simple firm is oriented around leadership characteristics. A planning firm operates using a sophisticated control and planning mechanisms to ensure efficiency in the planning process so that it is proactive when it comes to contending with external uncertainties. Thus, the entrepreneurial activity of a planning firm is the function of strategy making. Miller described organic firms as dynamic and ready to respond to changes brought about by external environmental factors. Organic firms are capable of responding to the external environment because of its decentralized power structure, highly collaborative departmental structure, and knowledge sharing among its technical human resources. The entrepreneurial behavior of an organic firm is evident in its ability to meet “… the demands of their environment and the capacities of their structure …” (Miller, 1983, p. 775). Subsequent research on the topic of entrepreneurial orientation further advanced the conceptual framework posited by Miller (1983).
EO – Performance Relationship in Non-Profit

While Miller (1983) found EO correlated with firm type, other researchers have linked entrepreneurial orientation to organizational performance in the for-profit setting and the non-profit setting (Dess, Pinkham, & Yang, 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010; Rauch et al., 2009; Yongbin, Yuan, Soo Hoon, & Long Bo, 2011). A meta-analysis by Rauch et al. (2009) offered insight to the entrepreneurial orientation and organizational performance relationship. Rauch et al. (2009) argued that EO-performance relationship is likely due to the competitive nature of an organization that is willing to enter new markets or introduce new products or services before the rivals. Although every study reviewed illustrated some degree of EO-performance relationship, Rauch et al. (2009) observed that organizations that exhibited higher level of EO related to higher level of organizational performance.

On the topic of reporting organizational performance, Rauch et al. (2009) noted that study participants reported performance in the form of self-reported financial, self-reported non-financial, or archival financial. Furthermore, Rauch et al. (2009) found no significant variation in EO-performance relationship when performance was reported using the self-reported or archival method. However, Rauch et al. (2009) noted that the EO-performance relationship will be stronger with financial data than non-financial data. This difference was attributed to non-financial outcome and may be indirectly linked to the financial performance of the organization (Rauch et al., 2009). For example, a positive perception of the organization may lead to customer loyalty; this, in return, leads to increased sales (Rauch et al., 2009).
In their analysis on the use of EO-performance relationship, Rauch et al. (2009) observed that researchers applied the EO construct as either a formative model or a reflective model (George & Marino, 2011). The reflective model entails defining EO as the aggregate of the EO dimensions and they will covary. A formative model views the EO dimension independently for defining the overall EO, and in this model, the EO dimensions may or may not covary (George & Marino, 2011). George and Marino (2011) argued that an organization exhibits an entrepreneurial orientation when the strategy-making process reflects the EO dimensions rather than the manifestation of EO to inform the organization’s strategy-making process. In other words, an organization’s strategy-making process is not the result of an entrepreneurial orientation; but an organization’s strategy-making process shows evidence of an entrepreneurial orientation.

While Rauch et al. (2009) did not argue for a particular EO model, George and Marino (2011) posited that a reflective model was shown more to be empirically sound than the formative model when accounting for an internal validity test. George and Marino (2011) argued that the use of Cronbach’s alpha to measure internal validity suggests that each instrument item measures a single concept as manifested in the reflective model. Furthermore, aggregating the dimensions to measure the EO construct implies defining EO from the view of the reflective model. Regardless of the EO model employed in a study, Morris et al. (2011) argued that to get an accurate assessment of EO, researchers must contextualize the construct.

Returning to the discussion of EO construct validity, Rauch et al. (2009) observed little difference between EO-perceived financial performance, EO-non-financial performance, and EO-archival performance regardless of the EO model employed in the
study. Moreover, self-reported non-financial performance measures did not threaten the validity or the integrity of EO-performance relationship (Rauch et al., 2009). Therefore, the suggestion is that EO will correlate with self-reported non-financial data when the EO construct is applied as a reflective model (George & Marino, 2011; Rauch et al., 2009).

**EO in Community College Context**

A literature search revealed that only one study examined entrepreneurial orientation in the community college setting (Schiefen, 2010). The study by Schiefen (2010) applied entrepreneurial orientation and the five dimensions of EO (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996) as theoretical constructs observed in a qualitative grounded theory research methodology. While significant research utilizing entrepreneurial orientation were quantitative studies (Rauch et al., 2009), Miller (2011) posited that the use of entrepreneurial orientation in qualitative studies and in various organizational context is necessary to advance the research on entrepreneurial orientation. Furthermore, Miller (2011) stated that researchers “… may study EO within a carefully defined industry context … or compare EO across different but again well-defined [industry] types …“ Miller (2011, p. 881). To that end, a review of literature on EO in non-profit context provided the theoretical framework for synthesizing an EO scale suited for the community college setting where top managers are enrollment management professionals (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Miller, 2011; Morris et al., 2011).

Whereas Lumpkin and Dess (1996) contextualized the five dimensions of EO for the for-profit setting, Morris et al. (2011) synthesized the EO dimensions of innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-taking for the non-profit organizations, such as higher education. While profit generation is significant to entrepreneurial activities of
market-centric organizations, the entrepreneurial activities gravitate towards the social mission of the organization in a non-profit setting. In framing the manifestation of entrepreneurial activities in a non-profit setting, Morris et al. (2011) argued that motivation, processes, and outcome differ in non-profit context than in for-profit context. The motivation for non-profit organizations to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities entails strategies that serve the social mission and lead to financial sustainability (Morris, Coombes, Schindehutte, & Allen, 2007; Sarasvathy et al., 2011).

Since community colleges are driven by their mission to provide access to higher education to any students who may benefit (Mellow & Heelan, 2008), the enrollment management professionals may pursue novel strategies that provide more students access to their institution (Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009). By increasing student enrollment, the enrollment management strategies employed by community college leaders contribute to the financial sustainability of community colleges (Hossler, 1984; Slaughter & Leslie, 2001). Processes in the non-profit context centers on “… the social mission and ways to enhance delivery of the core services or functions …” (Morris et al., 2011, p. 952).

Enrollment management professionals in community colleges leverage organizational resources that improve access to their institutions, improve enrolled students’ ability to meet their educational goals, and develop innovative methods to retain students (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Hossler, 1984; Mellow & Heelan, 2008). Morris et al. (2011) suggested that non-profits measure organizational performance using financial and non-financial indicators. While enrollment management professionals are concerned with generating revenue for sustaining the institution’s ability to fund the social mission,
non-financial performance measures such as enrollment, retention and graduation rates as measures of community college performance may satisfy key stakeholders (AACC, 2012c; Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Hossler, 1984; Morris et al., 2011).

**Community College Performance**

Researchers have established the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and organizational performance in non-profit setting (Lumpkin et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2007; Morris et al., 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010) and in for-profit setting (George & Marino, 2011; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Rauch et al., 2009). Organizational performance measures in a non-profit context have been either financial or non-financial (Morris et al., 2011; Rauch et al., 2009). However, the use of non-financial performance measures in a community college context remains a controversial topic.

Community college leaders and researchers (Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009; A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Mellow & Heelan, 2008; The SOURCE, 2011) argue that measuring community college performance in the form of enrollment, retention rate, and graduation rate is inadequate because community colleges have multiple missions. The multiple missions refer to the essence of community colleges serving the educational needs of the community where student retention and graduation rates may not be the desired outcome for the student (Mellow & Heelan, 2008). It is pertinent to the community college mission to maintain an open-door enrollment to permit prospective students access to the institution for higher education needs (A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Mellow & Heelan, 2008).

In some cases, community college leaders have leveraged institutional resources to form partnerships with various organizations within the community to fulfill the needs
of the community as well as the financial needs of the institution (Pickleman, 2005; Wallace, 2005). In other cases, Kolti (1993) observed that community colleges have implemented unique academic programs to meet the needs of a specific industry within the community. Moreover, community colleges designed additional academic programs that allow students to transfer to four-year degree granting institutions. From a students’ perspective, Clemetsen and Rhodes (2009) noted that students may enroll in community colleges to assess the “… viability of their post-secondary goals …” (p. 17), thus suggesting that retention and graduation rate may be a misleading indicator of institutional performance. Although these illustrations in the literature exemplify the various avenues taken by community college leaders to address the social mission, they suggest that community college performance is contextual to the strategies employed to accomplish the mission.

However, the national higher education performance measuring system, Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), does not account for the multiple purposes that community colleges serve (Boggs, 2009). Moreover, IPEDS does not account for the various student outcomes, such as transient student enrollment or non-degree seeking students enrolling for personal enrichment (Boggs, 2009). Boggs (2009) observed that while IPEDS measures enrollment and graduation rates, students who transfer to a four-year institution are reflected in the institution’s drop-out rate. Because of the various enrollment patterns of community college students, and the lack of a performance measuring system that accounts for the various outcomes, the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) has implemented the Voluntary Framework of Accountability (VFA) (AACC, 2012b, 2012c; Whissemore, 2012).
On the topic of developing the VFA, Dougherty et al. (2009) provided several insights that shed light on the characteristics of community college performance measures. First, the input indicators should measure the characteristics of students enrolled at the college. Second, the process indicators should reflect the students’ ability to access diverse academic program offerings. Finally, the outcome indicators should measure the students’ desired educational goal. Dougherty et al. (2009) argued that any community college performance should account for these indicators to provide a complete picture of the community college’s advancement towards its social mission.

With the release of the recent VFA metrics manual (AACC, 2013b), one can note that the reporting requirements support the input, process, and outcome indicators suggested by Dougherty et al. (2009). Among other performance indicators such as transfer rate, GED enrollment, and developmental educational enrollment, American Association of Community Colleges’ Voluntary Framework of Accountability includes enrollment, retention, and graduation rates as non-financial community college performance measures. Since community college are members of AACC (AACC, 2012a), the uniformity of reporting validates the use of enrollment, retention, and graduation rates as the non-financial community colleges performance measures to study the relationship between EO and performance in community college context (Lumpkin et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2011). Because community college performance is a national policy issue (Mathews, 2013; Rothwell, 2012), the present study provides insight on the planning process of community college leadership and its relationship to institutional performance.
Conclusion

While the EO construct has yet to be applied in community college context, Morris et al. (2011) provided a conceptual framework for applying EO in non-profit setting, such as community colleges. In a community college context, the interpretation of the entrepreneurial orientation dimensions will differ from the for-profit setting because the community colleges’ mission is to serve the societal needs, and revenue generation is intended for advancing the social mission, not for distribution as profit (Morris et al., 2011). Since the purpose of a community college is to meet the educational needs of the society, college leaders are likely to engage in a strategy-making process to achieve the social mission of their institutions (Pearce II et al., 2010; Roueche & Jones, 2005).

Engaging in strategic planning ensures that the institution leverages resources to meet the goals of the social mission. To that end, enrollment management professionals—top managers in various academic and student affairs departments (Hossler, 1984)—play the key role in the institutional strategy-making process (Bontrager & Moore, 2009). Therefore, enrollment management professionals will exhibit an entrepreneurial orientation that may be apparent when planning strategic processes to meet the institution’s social mission (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Morris et al., 2011).
Chapter 3

Theory Development

In this chapter, I provide the overall theory and an overview of the methodology for the study. I begin with a theoretical framework on the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and performance. Following theory development, I discuss my research methodology. In the methodology section, I address assumption, study context, sampling strategy, instrumentation, data analysis, and validity.

In the theory development sections that follow, I note the propositions that will lead to the hypotheses. The theory development begins with conceptualizing EO in community college context. Next, I present a review of literature to conceptualize the role of enrollment management as a mediating factor. The theory development section concludes with a rationale for financial and non-financial indicators as community college performance measures.

EO in Community College

Prior research on EO in non-profit organizations (Davis, Marino, Aaron, & Tolbert, 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013) suggests community colleges should exhibit an entrepreneurial orientation rooted in the institutional strategy-making process (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983). While the for-profit organizations engage in entrepreneurial activities for profit motives, non-profit organizations engage in the strategy-making process to serve the public mission, as well as acquiring financial resources to fund the public mission (Morris et al., 2011). Morris et al. (2011) posited that the disposition towards entrepreneurialism in community colleges is the result of the institutional motives, processes and outcomes. Motivation for community colleges to
engage in entrepreneurialism may be mission orientated of serving the educational needs of the community. To achieve the institutional social mission, community colleges employ various processes that lead to revenue generation or operational cost savings. Community colleges can measure the social outcomes as increases in revenue, enrollment, retention, or graduation.

Studies on entrepreneurialism in community colleges suggest that institutional motives, process, and outcomes differ among institutions. In a mixed-methods study on entrepreneurial community college presidents, Esters, McPhail, Singh, and Sygielski (2008) observed that the study participants exhibited an entrepreneurial orientation to meet financial and non-financial outcomes. From the study, one can glean that it illustrated community college presidents expressed entrepreneurial behavior specific to institutional motives (Morris et al., 2011). To illustrate this point, one study participant in Esters et al. (2008) started an entrepreneurship fund to foster an entrepreneurial culture. Employees within the college leveraged the fund to start a distance-learning program. According to Esters et al. (2008), the president of the college reported an increase in enrollment by 20%, and the program generated a profit. From this example, one can observe that the motive for the initiative was to institute internal culture change by implementing an entrepreneurial fund as the process. The outcome, as indicated by the participant, resulted in enrollment increase and revenue increase.

Furthermore, Esters et al. (2008) observed other participants applied innovative approaches to increase enrollment at their institution in response to external demands. According to Esters et al. (2008), one president at the institution achieved the outcome of an increase in the enrollment by merging the operation of credit and non-credit program
Another president in the study indicated that the institution leveraged curriculum offering to increase enrollment, and achieved this by revamping the process to establish new curricula. Both presidents in the study suggested that the primary motive for entrepreneurial activity was in response to the external environment, but changes to the internal environment were the key drivers for the outcome. Although Esters et al. (2008) set out to explore the entrepreneurial characteristics of community college presidents, the qualitative narratives offered insight on the motives, process, and outcomes related to their entrepreneurial activities.

Entrepreneurial activities of the community colleges illustrated in the preceding narrative suggest community college leaders engaged in a strategy-making process to achieve the desired outcome (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Morris et al., 2011). Furthermore, the narratives illustrate that the strategic posturing of the community college leaders was adopted to meet internal and external environmental needs unique to the institution (Pearce II et al., 2010). To respond to the internal and external demands, the college presidents engaged in entrepreneurial behavior, thereby suggesting that community colleges exhibit an EO (Morris et al., 2011; Roueche & Jones, 2005).

Community College Performance

Researchers statistically confirmed an EO-performance relationship in prior studies on EO in a non-profit context (Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013). In a study on the relationship between EO-performance in a religious context, Pearce II et al. (2010) measured performance as the increase in church congregation and donations given to the church by the congregation. To measure K-12 school performance, Phelan et al. (2013) used NCLB data, as well as self-reported data on “… curricular innovation,
teacher retention, extracurricular activities and fund raising” (p. 8). Both studies indicate that EO-performance relationship exists whether performance is measured as financial or non-financial metrics.

Performance measures of community colleges consist of financial and non-financial indicators. Morris et al. (2011) posited that in the non-profit context, performance is the outcome of the organization’s social mission. The social mission of community colleges entail ensuring that the colleges maintain open-door access to higher education opportunities to all students (A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Mellow & Heelan, 2008).

On the topic of community college performance measures, Clemetsen (2009), Clemetsen and Rhodes (2009), and Mellow and Heelan (2008), maintained that measuring community college performance is complex and suggested that enrollment, retention, and graduation may not be sufficient indicators. Clemetsen (2009) suggested that strategic planning should be linked with academic units, and further noted that the performance metrics should include academic elements such as early alert systems, course scheduling, and co-curricular programs. Clemetsen and Rhodes (2009), and Mellow and Heelan (2008) suggested that community colleges serve multiple missions such that normative metrics may not fully inform the effectiveness of the institution to the community or the stakeholders. For example, one community college may enroll more underprepared students that may negatively influence its graduation rate. On the other hand, another community college may enroll more college ready students, but the overall population is smaller than other peer institutions.
The American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) developed performance metrics specifically for community colleges to address the disparate views of community college performance. AACC (2012c) described the performance metrics of VFA “… can be used to provide accountability and to gauge the effectiveness of community colleges in meeting their stated missions” (p. 5). In other words, the VFA encompasses the metrics to measure the multiple missions of community colleges. However, because of the nascent nature of VFA, and since the data are not yet available, the present study utilized the performance measures reported to IPEDS.

For the purpose of this study, non-financial performance metrics included enrollment counted as full-time equivalent (FTE), part-time and full-time retention rates, and graduation rates measured as 100%, 150%, and 200% relative to the normal time. For the purpose of graduation rates, normal time is defined as completing the degree in two years. Financial performance metrics include tuition and fees, and other sources of revenue measured as per FTE.

Proposition 1: A positive EO-performance relationship will exist in community college setting.

This proposition contributes to the study of entrepreneurial orientation in the non-profit context. More specifically, this study will apply quantitative measures (Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013) to study entrepreneurial orientation in higher education context.

**Enrollment Management Orientation**

An enrollment management orientation (EMO) is a set of behavior exhibited by community college leaders through the strategy and planning process for meeting
institutional enrollment goals. Community college leaders leverage technical, financial, and human resources to improve access to their institutions, improve enrolled students’ abilities to meet their educational goals, and develop innovative methods to retain students (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Hossler, 1984; Mellow & Heelan, 2008).

Community college leaders are top-level managers of various community college subunits (Bontrager & Moore, 2009). The subunits within community colleges are part of the broader divisions of student affairs, academic affairs, and business affairs (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Hossler, 1984). Academic affairs division within a community college is oriented with academic related matters. Organizational functions within community colleges such as development of courses, curriculum, academic department management, faculty assignment, and academic program accreditation are examples of responsibilities and outcomes that fall within one or more academic affairs subunit. Student affairs division manages operations related to student enrollment and student activities. Admissions, student records and registration, and financial aid are structured subunits within the student affairs division. Lastly, business affairs division deals with finance, facilities operations and other non-academic or non-student activities vital to institutional operation (A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Mellow & Heelan, 2008; Pollock, 2006).

Community college leaders develop and carry out the strategic enrollment management (SEM) plan by leveraging the institutional resources to achieve “…mission-related goals …[and] maximize student success” (Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009, p. 15). Bontrager and Pollock (2009) defined strategic enrollment management as an institution-wide strategic “… concept and process that enables the fulfillment of
institutional mission and students’ educational goal” (p. 3). Clemetsen and Rhodes (2009) defined the context of institutional mission and educational goals as achieving the performance measures of enrollment, retention, and graduation, and financial sustainability.

Dolence (1995) has shown that colleges will undertake a strategic posture when faced with persistent decline in enrollment. In the enrollment management transition model (Dolence, 1995), institutions move from the denial phase where the institution maintains complacency towards the external environment to the strategic phase. In the strategic phase, institutions become intentional to maintain optimal enrollment in response to the external environment.

According to Black (2004) and Dolence (1995), community college leaders may implement an enrollment management structure that ranges from centralized to decentralized planning. The most decentralized model is that of a committee structure. The committee structure brings together members of the college community for the purpose of informing each other of the activities taking place. Next is a coordinator model. An enrollment management coordinator holds formal authority to coordinate enrollment management activity. Moving to a more centralized planning is the matrix model. In this model, a senior administrator, such as a vice-president, brings together the reporting units to centralize the planning of enrollment management activities. Lastly, the most centralized planning model is the division model. An enrollment management division centralizes the strategic planning enrollment management activities under one person. Black (2004) added that a centralized enrollment management model yields higher outcome than a decentralized model because a single unit manages the planning
activities. Furthermore, Black (2004) suggested that a decentralized enrollment management planning model consists of self-interested actors who seek to leverage the forum to benefit their own subunit (Engelen, 2011) and, therefore, the model lacks formal ownership and authority. Because enrollment management constitutes changes in management practice brought out by external environment, Burke and Litwin (1992) suggested that these changes affect institutional performance. Prior empirical studies (Kaynak & Hartley, 2005; Zhu & Sarkis, 2004) on the relationship between management practice and organizational performance supports this finding.

Community college leaders leverage their subunit by guiding the “… strategic efforts to improve and sustain student success” (Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009, p. 31), and the outcome of the planning process may relate to the institutional performance measures (AACC, 2012c; Bontrager & Pollock, 2009; Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009; Hossler, 1984; The SOURCE, 2011). To achieve the enrollment management goals, Black (2004), Dixon (1995) and Glenn (2009) suggested that community colleges may institute a centralized planning or a decentralized planning enrollment management structure drawn on industry best practices.

Community college leaders employ industry best practices, such as implementing specific subunit strategy or restructuring at an organizational level, to achieve institutional goals. Employing best practices tends to create an “iron cage” effect to the point where community colleges appear isomorphic to maintain legitimacy to the key stakeholders (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Furthermore, institutionalizing changes in practice suggests the newly adopted practice will lead to higher performance (Burke & Litwin, 1992).
In a study on Chinese organizations adopting green supply chain management practices (GSCM), Zhu and Sarkis (2004) hypothesized and found support for the relationship between higher level of GSCM adoption and organizational performance. Furthermore, in a study on adoption of quality management practices in high tech firms, Kaynak and Hartley (2005), found a positive relationship between quality management practice adoption and performance. Therefore, one can posit instituting an enrollment management structure constitutes change in practice that may yield higher performance.

Proposition 2a:  A positive EO-EMO relationship will exist in community college setting.

Proposition 2b:  A positive EMO-performance relationship will exist in community college setting.

Bontrager and Moore (2009) and Dolence (1995) argued that institutions will become more strategic to be more effective, and suggested that the institutions adopt enrollment management to meet higher performance metrics. However, no aggregate measures of the relationship between enrollment management and performance have been developed or tested. This proposition contributes to the study of enrollment management effectiveness in relationship to community college performance (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Dolence, 1995; George & Marino, 2011).

Proposition 3: The relationship between EO and performance will be mediated by EMO.

Given that community colleges will initiate changes in management practice (Dolence, 1995) when the existing institutional practices have no effect on performance, adopting an enrollment management structure may constitute change in management
practice to meet performance goals (Bontrager & Moore, 2009). Therefore, enrollment management practice may mediate the relationship between EO and community college performance (George & Marino, 2011; Kaynak & Hartley, 2005; Zhu & Sarkis, 2004). This proposition contributes to the study of enrollment management in community college context, where enrollment management may be antecedent to institutional performance.

**Community College Subunits**

In the body of literature on organizational studies, researchers defined subunits as a formal structure within the organization to serve a specific business function that contributes to the overall organizational performance (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Morgan, 1997; Stefanos, 2006). Castrogiovanni (1991) suggested that the role of each organizational subunit is to address specific environmental factors in the context of the organization’s external environment. Hitt et al. (1983) added that the effective operation of a subunit contributes to the overall organizational performance by meeting external environmental needs. To measure subunit effectiveness, Hitt and Middlemist (1979) developed a methodology to establish performance indicators for a given subunit by allowing top managers to rate performance measures significant to their subunits. Hitt and Middlemist (1979) found statistical support for the methodology, but acknowledged that the managers may show bias when rating the effectiveness of their subunit.

Subunit effectiveness contributes to the overall organizational performance. Hitt et al. (1983) made several observations on the effectiveness of subunits between administrative and production divisions within a single organization and studies in other settings (Hitt & Middlemist, 1979). First, the authors found that the managers’
perception of their subunits’ effectiveness was oriented around the subunit’s goals. The authors suggested that because the goals of each subunit varied, the subunit effectiveness criteria varied. Second, Hitt et al. (1983) observed that subunit planning in public organizations differ from that in private for-profit organizations, and they attributed this difference to the organizational performance measures. While private for-profit organizations have definitive financial goals, performance measures of non-profit public organizations are “… objective … vague and intangible in nature …” (pp. 97-98); therefore, subunit effectiveness measures will vary between organization types (Hitt & Middlemist, 1979). Lastly, Hitt et al. (1983) suggested that subunit effectiveness may be attributed to the individual characteristics of the subunit manager. In other words, the subunit performance measure may be a function of the manager’s strategy-making process (Miller, 1983).

Furthermore, Carillo and Kopelman (1991) observed that organizations with smaller subunits were more efficient than larger subunits. The authors attributed several reasons for the efficiency of a small subunit. First, the employees were more accountable because of the size of the unit. Second, the employees were more entrepreneurial towards task accomplishment. Finally, the employees were more collaborative, and highly motivated. Adding to the discussion on subunit performance, Engelen (2011), observed that managers who leverage their subunit to solve organizational problems bring power and influence to their subunit. This suggests that subunit managers possess strategy-making capacity that may relate to organizational performance. Therefore, one can conclude that a subunit’s internal environment is a factor in its overall effectiveness.
Subunits contend with the external environment of the organization. In meeting the needs of the external environment, subunit managers engage in strategy formulation. The process by which strategy decisions are based illustrate the organization’s posture towards its environment (Narayanan & Fahey, 1982). Narayanan and Fahey (1982) noted that the interactions between subunits for strategy formulation might entail strategic decisions reached by consensus by key decision-makers or nurtured by a political process. Ireland, Hitt, Bettis, and Porras (1987) found the perception of environmental uncertainty differed among top-level, mid-level, and low-level managers, and attributed this difference to the “… managers’ cognitive schema …” (p. 482). The understanding of the subunit’s external environment by the managers, therefore, presents a challenge to subunit effectiveness, and its overall contribution to organizational performance. However, to meet organizational performance, subunits will leverage the available resources (Engelen, 2011; Hitt et al., 1983).

Castrogiovanni (1991) described the abundance or scarcity of resources available to subunits as environmental munificence. The resources may be from external sources or from within the organization. In relationship to subunits, Castrogiovanni (1991) observed that the influence of environmental munificence on the organization may be contextual to the role of the subunit within the organization. The extent to which a subunit addresses environmental munificence may be a function of its effectiveness on the overall organizational performance (Engelen, 2011; Hitt et al., 1983).

The subunits within community colleges are part of the broader divisions of student affairs, academic affairs, and business affairs (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Hossler, 1984). Academic affairs division within a community college is oriented with
academic related matters. Organizational functions within community colleges such as development of courses, curriculum, academic department management, faculty assignment, academic advising, and academic program accreditation are examples of responsibilities and outcomes that fall within one or more academic affairs subunit. Student affairs division manages operations related to student enrollment and student activities. Admissions, student records and registration, and financial aid are structured subunits within a student affairs division. Lastly, business affairs division deals with finance, facilities operations and other non-academic or non-student activities vital to institutional operation (A. M. Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Mellow & Heelan, 2008; Pollock, 2006).

Drawing on the findings by Hitt et al. (1983) and others, one might observe similar differential subunit planning and effectiveness in community college context. For example, the planning process of the admissions subunit is more inclined towards achieving enrollment management goals, whereas an academic subunit may plan to leverage its resources to increase the faculty to student ratio in response to enrollment increase. Furthermore, the advising subunit may need to allocate more resources to provide advising services to new students (Bontrager & Moore, 2009).

To further the notion of differential subunit planning and effectiveness in community college context, the student financial aid subunit may plan to implement procedures and processes not to accommodate student enrollment increase, but to maintain federal policy compliance (Castrogiovanni, 1991; McClenney, 2007). One can note that because each community college subunit has specific functions, it is likely that the planning process and the effectiveness of the subunits will vary. Because subunits
engage in strategy-making process to ensure effectiveness, it is likely that the community college subunit managers may possess an entrepreneurial orientation (Wales, Monsen, & McKelvie, 2011).

Subunits in community colleges are formal structures that operate with differential effectiveness. Subunits within community colleges may implement industry-wide best practices to achieve effectiveness (Castrogiovanni, 1991; Engelen, 2011; Hitt et al., 1983). In recently published reports, Noel-Levitz (2013a) and Noel-Levitz (2013b) identified the ten most effective recruiting practices, as well as retention and outcome practices. Although the reports suggest that these practices reflect institutional strategies, the specific institutional subunit is responsible for planning and executing these strategies. One might posit that since subunits are responsible for planning and executing strategies, the entrepreneurial orientation of the subunits may predict performance in the outcome of the strategies employed by the subunits.

Proposition 4: Community college leaders will rate EO in a consistent way.

Proposition 5: Subunit EO will be a better predictor of subunit performance.

Prior studies on EO-performance focused on applying EO to a single respondent within an organization, and assessed EO at the firm level. Propositions 4 and 5 apply EO to multiple respondents from the same institution, and assess EO at the subunit level. The contribution of propositions 4 and 5 adds to the existing body of literature on the study of EO and performance via subunit analysis, which remains a gap in EO-performance research.
Hypotheses

As discussed in the previous chapter, the present study was modeled on prior research on EO-performance relationship. Moreover, the introduction of enrollment management orientation was introduced in the study of EO-performance. Thus, data collection and data analysis ensued to test following hypotheses.

A disposition to be innovative, proactive, competitive, risk seeking, and autonomy seeking is rooted in the colleges strategy-making process to achieve performance goals. The degree to which institutions are entrepreneurial will impact their performance as shown by Pearce II et al. (2010), Phelan et al. (2013), and others; therefore, the following hypotheses will be tested:

H1. A high degree of entrepreneurial orientation has a positive effect on community college performance.

H2. A positive relationship will exist between EO sub-dimensions and community college performance.

Colleges that are entrepreneurial proactively adopt industry best practice or innovate new practice for meeting performance goals. More specifically, more entrepreneurial colleges will exhibit a high degree of an enrollment management orientation. Therefore, community college entrepreneurial orientation will impact enrollment management orientation; and enrollment management orientation will impact community college performance. Moreover, the relationship between community college entrepreneurial orientation and performance will be mediated by enrollment management orientation. Given that community colleges will adopt enrollment management as a change in management practice (Dolence, 1995) when the existing institutional practices
have no effect on performance (Bontrager & Moore, 2009), the following hypotheses will be tested:

H3. A high degree of entrepreneurial orientation will have a positive effect on enrollment management orientation.

H4. A high degree of enrollment management orientation will have a positive effect on community college performance.

H5. EO-performance is mediated by enrollment management orientation.

Subunits in community colleges are formal structures that operate with differential effectiveness, and implement industry-wide best practices to achieve effectiveness (Castrogiovanni, 1991; Engelen, 2011; Hitt et al., 1983); thus, suggesting that subunits behave entrepreneurial. Moreover, community college subunit entrepreneurial orientation will be rooted in the institutional entrepreneurial orientation. Since subunits are responsible for planning and executing its own strategies, subunit entrepreneurial orientation will be a better predictor of subunit performance. Therefore, the following hypotheses related to subunit analysis will be tested:

H6. There will be a significant level of interrater reliability around institutional entrepreneurial orientation (coefficient ≥ .75).

H7. Subunit EO is a better predictor of subunit performance than institutional EO.

H8. There will be a positive interaction between institutional EO and subunit EO and performance.

**Methodology**

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Morris et al., 2011) and community college
performance (AACC, 2013b; Dougherty et al., 2009). In particular, this study examined the entrepreneurial orientation exhibited by the enrollment management professionals in community colleges (Bontrager & Moore, 2009). For the purpose of this study, I defined enrollment management professionals as top-level managers in community colleges, including the college president, the vice-president of academic affairs, and the vice-president of student affairs, or equivalent in title. A survey research methodology informed the data collection and analysis process (Babbie, 1990).

**Research Questions**

The overall goal of the study was to explain the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance. Data collection and analysis was guided by the following research questions.

1. What is the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance?
2. What is the relationship between enrollment management orientation and community college performance?
3. To what extent does enrollment management orientation mediate the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance?
4. To what extent does entrepreneurial orientation predict performance in the enrollment management dimensions managed by the community college subunits?

**Assumptions of and Rationale for the Study Design**

The present study drew upon a post-positivist view of research design; thereby, utilizing a quantitative research methodology as the strategy of inquiry (Belli, 2009;
Belli (2009) explained that quantitative research may be either experimental, or non-experimental. A non-experimental quantitative study involves the researcher to study the variables as they occur in the natural setting, and draws on other sources for causal explanation such as a mediating or moderating variable (Belli, 2009). Thus, a non-experimental quantitative approach was appropriate because the goal was to explain the relationship between EO and community college performance without manipulating the measures of EO. I collected primary data using a survey instrument, and acquired institutional performance metrics from IPEDS, a secondary data source.

**Context for the Study**

This study entailed collecting data from community college presidents and vice-presidents employed at community colleges in the United States. Community colleges were chosen as study sites because the public institutions have been in the national spotlight as they contend with greater accountability, competition, and decline in funding (Dougherty et al., 2009; The SOURCE, 2011).

**Sampling of Survey Respondents**

Since the present research measured EO at a single point in time, a cross-sectional survey research was appropriate for the present non-experimental quantitative design (Belli, 2009). A survey research involves selecting a specific sample population who provides data via a questionnaire that a researcher can then employ a quantitative analysis to address the research question (Babbie, 1990). The study participants were enrollment management professionals, specifically college presidents, at community colleges. The
study participants were selected using a purposeful sampling strategy (Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007).

More specifically, following a critical case sampling method (Daniel, 2012), I conducted a search of the participant contact information using the online Higher Education Directory, and verified each contact name by searching the college’s website. A critical case sampling method involves selecting participants using inclusion and/or exclusion criteria to identify participants who will provide responses central to the phenomenon of the study (Daniel, 2012).

Data Collection

Prior to data collection, I obtained IRB approval. Data collection took place at a single point in time using an online survey instrument (Dillman et al., 2008). For this study, a survey instrument informed the primary data, while a secondary data source informed community college performance (Rauch et al., 2009). A survey research study uses a survey instrument to facilitate data collection (Babbie, 1990). Researchers often use previously tested and validated survey instruments in their own studies, but they may modify them to fit the research setting (Creswell, 2003; Fink, 2009; Pearce II et al., 2010). The present study used a modified version of a previously tested and validated instrument to facilitate the collection of primary data on entrepreneurial orientation. In addition, the instrument facilitated data collection on the effectiveness of focal enrollment management practices.

The survey was administered via a web-based system. The study participants received an email invitation to complete the online survey. Upon accepting the invite, the study participants navigated to the online survey. The data from the completed survey
were stored securely in an online database. Lastly, the participants received a “Thank you” acknowledgement upon completing the survey (Fink, 2009).

Secondary data source informed institutional characteristics and performance measures. A complete list of variables can be found in Appendix A. These data points were selected since it encompassed financial and non-financial aspects of performance measures (Morris et al., 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013).

**Instrumentation**

Self-reported data provided insight on entrepreneurial orientation, enrollment management activities, and subunit analysis. On the topic of EO, Morris et al. (2011) contextualized the three dimensions (risk-taking, innovativeness, and proactiveness) of entrepreneurial orientation in non-profit context in a meta-analysis. Of the ten empirical articles that were examined, 7 studies were conducted using a modified instrument drawn on Miller’s (1983) findings of entrepreneurial orientation in three types of firms. Phelan et al. (2013) contextualized EO in the context of public K-12 schools, and found support for the five dimensions (autonomy, competitiveness, risk-taking, innovativeness, and proactiveness). While these studies were not oriented toward institutions of higher education, an existing EO instrument from Phelan et al. (2013) was modified for community college setting since it is the closest to education context.

Drawing on the findings of Morris et al. (2011), Pearce II et al. (2010), and Phelan et al. (2013) the present study utilized a modified instrument that measured autonomy, competitiveness, risk-taking, proactiveness, and innovativeness as the dimension of entrepreneurial orientation in community college setting. More specifically, the instrument I used for the study (see Appendix C) was a modified 7-point
Likert scale from Phelan et al. (2013). Furthermore, I collected self-reported data on the importance of focal enrollment management activities to the specific subunit. The items pertaining to the subunit analysis was guided by Bontrager and Moore (2009), Carillo and Kopelman (1991), Castrogiovanni (1991), and Hitt and Middlemist (1979). Since the instrument was modified for community college settings, pilot testing took place in a higher education setting to ensure construct validity (Fink, 2009). Lastly, I elicited expert review of the instrument design to ensure construct and item validity (Dillman et al., 2008).

In a survey research design, primary data can be collected by using different methods such as interview, postal mail, fax, email, or a web based survey. To maximize the response rate, Dillman et al. (2008) suggested researchers should use various forms of communication to solicit survey data. Using email as a form of communication to solicit survey response via a website is the most cost effective, but a combination of email notification may be followed up by a postcard or a phone call to yield a higher response rate. Community college presidents were contacted in April by email to participate in the survey. The email included a personalized greeting, a brief summary about the research, custom link to the survey, and my contact information. The next email (first reminder) was sent to the college presidents in June. Sufficient time was allowed to pass to account for end of term activities such as graduation, retreats, and conference attendance. The email text for the first reminder was slightly different in that it included a personalized greeting, a brief summary of the research project, the response rate received, and included a brief statement about the importance of the response from that college relative to the whole population. In addition, the email included the following sentence “With the push
for the implementation of 21st-Century Initiative by the American Association of Community College and other initiatives at state and federal level, community colleges are in the national spotlight to improve performance and outcome”. This phrase was included to draw the participant’s attention to relevancy of the study in the context of external environment. A second reminder email was sent in August, just before the start of the fall term. The email contents for the second reminder were the same as the first reminder. At the time the second reminder was sent, a downloadable copy of the survey was made available for the participants to fill out and send back.

Upon clicking on the survey link, the participants were guided to the survey website. The opening page repeated the information from the email, and presented the participants with the informed consent. The survey was presented to the participants in multiple sections: entrepreneurial orientation, enrollment management orientation, retention and completion best practice, recruitment and admissions best practice, environmental munificence, performance importance indicators, and participant information. At the conclusion of the survey, the presidents were asked to provide the email address of their vice-presidents for academic affairs, student affairs, and finance. After submitting all responses, the participants received a thank you email.

To collect data on community college subunits academic affairs, student affairs, and finance, the college presidents were asked to provide the email address of the vice-president of those subunits. The vice-presidents received an email invitation to participate in the survey in the same manner as the college presidents. When the vice-presidents were presented with the questions, the questions listed the specific subunit
name. For example, if the vice-president for student affairs was responding to the survey, the questions displayed *student affairs* where appropriate.

**Questions and Scaling**

While no existing instruments have been developed to study EO in community college context, Phelan et al. (2013) provided the closest model of studying EO in education setting. In addition to items to measuring EO, the instrument also measured enrollment management orientation and institutional effectiveness. Items to measure enrollment management orientation and institutional effectiveness were drawn from literature in Bontrager (2004a), Bontrager and Moore (2009), Bontrager and Pollock (2009), and specific strategies identified in Noel-Levitz (2013b), and Noel-Levitz (2013a). Therefore, a modified instrument was used to collect data for the study.

As with prior EO studies (Morris et al., 2007; Morris et al., 2011; Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013), the EO variable for the present consist of its five dimensions, innovativeness, proactiveness, risk-taking, competitiveness, and autonomy. Each dimension consists of three items measured using a 7-point Likert scale. The participants were asked to select a value between two statements: one (1) indicates strong agreement with the first statement, while a seven (7) indicated a strong agreement with the second statement, and a four (4) indicates both are equally true. The numbers in between one and seven represent differing degrees of agreement with one of the two statements.

Enrollment management orientation and institutional effectiveness and importance were measured using a 7-point Likert scale. Bontrager and Pollock (2009) described enrollment management as strategy and planning around the institution’s mission taking a holistic approach towards student outcome. Employing effective
strategies to meet admission, recruitment, retention, and outcome goals are integral to enrollment management. A study by Noel-Levitz (2013b) and Noel-Levitz (2013a) identified most common strategies employed by community colleges in the area of admission, recruitment, retention, and outcome. The strategies were operationalized in this study to measure respondents’ perception of effectiveness and importance of enrollment management, recruitment and admission, and completion and outcome activities in their college/division.

Pilot study

The survey pretest consisted of soliciting feedback from Rowan University faculty members and community college administrators. Several edits were made to the instrument before the final survey was administered. First, a section on the importance of each entrepreneurial orientation sub-dimension was removed as it was deemed irrelevant to the study. Second, EO question #14 was slightly modified to clarify that the word “new” refers to services for students overall and not just student as in newly admitted students. Third, a mobile friendly user interface was applied to the survey since many participants may be accessing the survey site using a tablet.

In summary, the pretest provided valuable insight into the final survey design, clarification of words used in the questions, and accessibility of the survey website on various platforms (Dillman et al., 2008).

Control Variables

Vora, Jay, and Polley (2012) and others have studied EO-performance relationship among various sizes of organizations, and suggests that EO-performance relationship exists regardless of the size. Tenure was measured as years the college
president or the vice-president has been in that role at their institution. Institution size measured the size of the institution based on Carnegie Classification. Lastly, net tuition measured the institution’s net tuition price reported to IPEDS. Given that the study sample represents various institutional sizes in terms of enrollment as well as cost, the treatment of these variables were held constant when accounting for in the overall effect of independent variables on the dependent variables in the regression analysis.

**Data Analysis**

For this study, a survey instrument was used to collect primary data, and referred to IPEDS for institutional characteristics and performance measures. Primary data source informed each dimension of entrepreneurial orientation, and enrollment management orientation as a numeric value, and participant characteristics as ordinal and nominal values.

Researchers who approach a study from post-positivist paradigm where the study is a cross-sectional survey research employ explanatory data analysis (Babbie, 1990; Belli, 2009; Ryan, 2006). Explanatory data analysis seeks to find the influence between the independent variable and the dependent variable. For the purpose of this study, I applied explanatory data analysis methods to explain the relationship between variables entrepreneurial orientation, enrollment management orientation, and overall performance (Blaikie, 2003).

Correlation analysis and multiple regression techniques were used in data analysis. A correlation analysis provides the researcher with the direction and the strength between independent variable and dependent variable. The direction of the relation may be positive, negative, or no relationship, and the strength may be weak,
moderate, or strong. The direction of the relationship is measured by the positive or negative sign of the correlation coefficient, and the strength is represented by the closer the coefficient is to -1 or +1. A multiple regression analysis will help the researcher understand the degree to which the dependent variable changes with a change in the independent variable, while holding control variables constant (Tabahnick & Fidell, 2013).

Lastly, a mediation test will be performed to test the mediation effect of enrollment management orientation on the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and performance. To perform the mediation test, the following conditions will have to be met: a) entrepreneurial orientation will be a significant predictor of enrollment management orientation; b) enrollment management orientation will be a significant predictor of community college performance; and c) entrepreneurial orientation will be a significant predictor of community college performance. Given these conditions hold true, and the effect of EO on performance is reduced after hold EMO constant, then EMO is considered to mediate the relationship between EO and performance (Jose, 2013).

Validity

For this study, I had to address several validity issues. A challenge to a survey research methodology is to maximize the response rate (Babbie, 1990). Craig and McCann (1978) found that item response rate varies based on the question type, number of questions, and the response expected for an item when researchers administer surveys by mail. Researchers are turning to online tools to conduct survey research, but response rate and bias remains a persistent challenge (Sax, Shannon, & Bryant, 2003). An online
survey instrument offers many advantages such as ease of access to the instrument, real-time data collection, tracking response rate, low cost of administration, and flexibility in designing complex questions (Fink, 2009).

Dillman et al. (2008) noted that researchers should use the tailored design method to increase response rate when administering an internet survey. Using a tailored design method entails the use of “… multiple motivational features ..” (Dillman et al., 2008, p. 16) to encourage a high response rate. The participants received an email that included a brief information about the research project, link to the online survey instrument, and an electronic copy of the questionnaire for the participant to review. Providing the participants with an opportunity to understand their role in the research project may serve as a motivational factor to provide unbiased responses (Fink, 2009; Fowler, 1995). In addition to the initial email, the participants who had not completed the survey received a follow-up email three weeks later reminding them to complete the survey. Once each participant completed the online instrument, the raw data was stored in a secure online database for analysis at a later time, and to maintain the integrity of the raw data (Babbie, 1990; Fink, 2009).

In addition to response rate and data integrity, Litwin (2003) and Fink (2009) discussed types of instrument validity and strategies to address the validity threats. To address content validity, I elicited feedback on the instrument from knowledgeable subject matter experts. I shared the instrument with enrollment management professionals in higher education to assess the appropriateness of the items and the scale. Construct validity assessment took place during the data analysis phase. According to Litwin (2003), a correlation coefficient of 0.7 or higher is a measure of good validity.
For the purpose of dissertation, I bypassed face validity because the feedback would not be of any value since the instrument is not intended for the general public (Fink, 2009; Litwin, 2003).

Lastly, Fink (2009) discussed several external validity threats. Fink (2009) noted that as study participants interact with the survey instrument, they become aware of the expected behavior that may lead to skewed responses. For this study, enrollment management professionals could have provided favorable response to the questions pertaining to entrepreneurial orientation and subunit analysis (Phillips & Clancy, 1972). This may have been the case if enrollment management professionals viewed projecting their subunit in a more positive manner. Because the responses were self-reported and the study was viewed from a post-positivist perspective, participants responses were accepted as reported, and were included in the data analysis.

**Generalizability**

Findings from a survey research study may be generalizable to the population represented by the sample used for data analysis. The strength of generalizability will depend on the response rate. Furthermore, the statistical analysis should show that the relationship between the independent and dependent variable is not due to chance. In other words, the associations between the variables are statistically significant. Given these conditions, it is likely that the findings may be generalizable to other community colleges with similar characteristics (Polit & Beck, 2010).

**Conclusion**

In this chapter, I provided the theoretical framework on the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and performance. Utilizing the entrepreneurial orientation
framework in non-profit context proposed by Morris et al. (2011) suggests that EO in community college is contextual to its social mission, thus autonomy, competiveness, innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-taking may vary in the community college setting (Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013). Next, I discussed the role of enrollment management-performance relationship. Drawing on the findings from previous studies (Carillo & Kopelman, 1991; Castrogiovanni, 1991; Hitt et al., 1983), subunit effectiveness has been found to relate to overall organizational performance. Furthermore, the role of organizational subunits is to address environmental factors; thus, suggesting that subunit managers engage in planning to ensure effectiveness that contributes to organizational performance. Lastly, I proposed that financial and non-financial metrics constitute community college performance measures.

Following the theory development section, I discussed my research methodology. In this section, I addressed important aspects of the survey research methodological approach proposed by Babbie (1990) and Creswell (2003). In addition, I expressed using explanatory data analysis methods for analyzing the research data. In addition, I provided the rationale for selecting community college study sites, and selecting enrollment management professionals as study participants. Finally, I end the section by addressing validity issues.

Lastly, I end this chapter by acknowledging that I have completed the Responsible Conduct of Research training.
Chapter 4

Results

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between community college entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and performance. Additionally, the present study also collected data on enrollment management orientation (EMO) to examine the role of EMO as a mediating variable. In the previous chapter, I described the methodology used for data analysis. This chapter presents the results and findings of the data analysis. First, I discuss the responses from the participating institutions. Next, I will discuss data analysis and present the results. Finally, the chapter concludes with the findings, and an overall conclusion.

Responses

In total, 109 responses were received, of which 19 were discarded due to duplicates and total no-response. Total no-response refers to the participant clicking on the survey link, and cycling through without responding to the questions. Thus, the resulting 90 responses were used for various analyses, representing a response rate of 10%. A response rate of 10% is less than ideal for generalization as reported in literature (Fabiano-Smith & Goldstein, 2010), but analysis of the data ensued.

Figure 1. Participants and responses
Overall, 890 institutions were identified for participation in the survey, of which 90 responded to the survey resulting in about 10% response rate representing colleges from 36 states. A chi-square test was performed to determine whether colleges of different Carnegie Classification were equally represented. Colleges based on Carnegie Classification were representative in the sample, $\chi^2 (7, N=890) = 10.063, p=.1850$.

Colleges classified as small represented 48% of the sample, while very small and very large represented only 3% each. The enrollment in the participating institutions ranged from 597 to 27,910 students. The graduation rate reported ranged from 4% to 67%, while the transfer rate ranged from 3% to 61%. Colleges located in rural area accounted for 20% of the respondents, while colleges located in city areas accounted for 30% of the respondents. The net tuition reported for the participating institutions ranged from $2,382.00 to $13,423.00 with a mean of $6,955.27. To protect the identity of participating institutions, specific geographic location has been left out from the descriptive statistics. IPEDS data for one college was not available.

The unit of analysis for the study was community colleges. For each college identified for the study, the college president was selected to provide responses to the survey instrument. Community college presidents provide overall leadership for the institution and establish the strategic agenda. More than 50% of the participants indicated they were in the role of the chief executive of the institution for less than 6 years. The method of identifying participants was consistent with prior studies on EO-performance surveyed chief executives or top-level executives of organizational level data (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983; Morris et al., 2007; Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013).
For the subunit analysis, a total of 11 responses were received from the subunit participants. The responses were not enough to test hypotheses 6, 7, and 8 (Blaikie, 2003). The subsequent sections that follow apply to data analysis, findings, and discussion at the college level analysis.

**Data Analysis**

The financial performance (FPERF) measure consisted of total tuition and fees, and funding from state, local, and other sources per full-time equivalent (FTE). The non-financial performance (NPERF) measure consisted of retention rate and graduation rate. The performance data of the colleges were obtained from the IPEDS database for the years 2010-2012. Overall performance (PERF) was a standardized composite value of financial and non-financial performance.

While the majority of participating colleges showed an increase in overall revenue over a three-year period, less than half showed a decline in overall revenue ranging from 1% to 42% per FTE. Enrollment ranged from a decline of 35% to an increase of 36% measured as full-time equivalent (FTE). A decline in full-time and part-time retention by 40% or more was observed in most participating colleges. Graduation rates were measured as 100%, 150%, and 200% relative to normal time of graduating in two years. Normal time to graduation was shown to increase by as much as 257% in participating colleges across 25 states, while colleges from 11 states showed a decline in the 2-year graduation rate ranging from 9% to 34%. Additional descriptive statistics are provided in Table 1 and Table 2, and a full table of variables is included in Appendix A.
Table 1

Descriptive statistics of EO sub-dimensions, EO, and EMO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N Missing</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTON</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPET</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNOV</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.71</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROAC</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISK</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.13</td>
<td>11.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMO</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>112.84</td>
<td>14.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Descriptive statistics performance metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N Missing</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-8.56</td>
<td>11.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR100</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>66.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR150</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>27.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR200</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>21.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETF</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.98</td>
<td>13.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETP</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3.02</td>
<td>37.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>21.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple regression analysis was performed to assess the contribution of the independent variables to predict the dependent variable. Independent variables included entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation. The entrepreneurial orientation variable (15 items, $\alpha = .862$) is the composite score of its five dimensions (EO5): innovativeness, proactiveness, risk-taking, competitiveness, and autonomy. The enrollment management orientation variable (20 items, $\alpha = .823$) consisted of measures such as planning, strategy, and decision-making.
In the first set of models, overall community college performance was the dependent variable. First, the control variables were loaded into the model with the dependent variable overall performance. Control variables loaded into the model were years as the president (tenure), institution size, and net tuition price, and the variables were loaded in the same order. Subsequent models loaded EO, EMO, and EO sub-dimensions while holding tenure, institution size, and net tuition constant. In the second set of models, EO was the dependent variable. The same control variables as the first model were loaded, followed by EMO as the predictor variable.

Results

The raw data were downloaded from the survey database and merged with the objective performance data from IPEDS for years 2010-2012. The merged dataset was imported into SAS JMP v10 for analysis. From the raw data, composite scores were calculated for each independent and dependent variables. Instrument item #13 related to measuring autonomy was reverse coded prior to generating the composite score for autonomy. Responses with missing items were not used in correlation and regression analysis. In the regression analysis, years as college president, institution size, and net tuition price were held constant to control for their variances across different colleges. Alpha level was set at .05 for the correlation and regression analysis.

The Pearson’s correlation between overall entrepreneurial orientation and each dimension were highly related at a significant level (Table 3). The correlation between enrollment management orientation was significant and positive with innovativeness ($r = .346; p< .01$), proactiveness ($r = .441; p< .001$), risk-taking ($r = .315; p< .01$), and competitiveness ($r = .335; p< .01$). Although EMO positively correlated with autonomy,
it was not at significant level ($r=.242; p> .05$). The correlation between overall entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation was moderately positive and significant ($r=.443; p< .001$). Overall performance variable, measured as a composite score of objective non-financial and financial performance items, did not significantly correlate with overall EO or each EO dimensions. However, the correlation between overall performance and enrollment management orientation was low, but positive at a significant level ($r=.298; p< .01$). The complete pairwise correlation between each variable is included in Table 3.

Table 3

*Pair-wise correlation estimates*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INNOV</th>
<th>PROAC</th>
<th>RISK</th>
<th>COMPET</th>
<th>AUTON</th>
<th>EO</th>
<th>EMO</th>
<th>PERF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INNOV</td>
<td>0.682***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROAC</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.527***</td>
<td>0.679***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISK</td>
<td>0.482***</td>
<td>0.407***</td>
<td>0.531***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.509***</td>
<td>0.606***</td>
<td>0.497***</td>
<td>0.314**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.825***</td>
<td>0.863***</td>
<td>0.825***</td>
<td>0.713***</td>
<td>0.704***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.346**</td>
<td>0.441***</td>
<td>0.315**</td>
<td>0.335**</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.443***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMO</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.298**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=60; Standardized values; * $p\leq .05$; ** $p< .01$; *** $p<.001$

Using the composite score developed for each independent variable, multiple regression analyses were performed to assess the five hypotheses. Table 4 reports the results of the regression analysis. Model 1 established the base model, which included the control variables: Tenure (years in position as the college’s president), Institution size, and Net tuition price. The model was found to explain small statistical significant amount of overall community college performance (model 1: $R^2= .326, p< .01$).
The second model contained the three control variables and overall entrepreneurial orientation calculated as the composite score of its sub-dimensional (model 2: $R^2 = .337, \Delta R^2 = .011, p < .01$). Model 2 showed that EO had a moderate positive effect ($\beta = .114$), but it was not a significant contributor to overall performance ($t = .87, p = .391$). Although the sign of the multiple regression was in the predicted direction, the overall effect of EO on performance was not statistically significant; therefore, hypothesis 1 was not supported.

Model 3 tested the effect of the five EO sub-dimensions on overall performance. Overall, the model had small effect on overall performance (model 3: $R^2 = .380, \Delta R^2 = .054, p < .05$). Innovativeness ($\beta = .154$), proactiveness ($\beta = .019$), autonomy ($\beta = .098$), and competitiveness ($\beta = .143$) had positive effect, while risk-taking ($\beta = -.250$) had negative effect on overall performance. Overall, the effect of each sub-dimension had on performance was not statistically significant; therefore, hypothesis 2 was not supported.

Next, enrollment management orientation (EMO) was added to the base model. Enrollment management orientation was calculated as the composite score of the 21 items measuring enrollment management orientation. Model 4 included the control variables and EMO (model 4: $R^2 = .352, \Delta R^2 = .026, p < .01$) showed that EMO had small positive effect ($\beta = .181$) on overall performance. However, the effect was not at significant level ($t = 1.33, p = .189$); therefore, hypothesis 4 was not supported.

To test hypothesis 3, a base model was constructed with the three control variables and with EMO as the dependent variable. The base model (model 5: $R^2 = .202, p = .102$) was found to exhibit no statistical significant on enrollment management orientation. When the composite score of EO was added to the base model (model 6: $R^2 =$
.395, $\Delta R^2 = .193, p < .01$), EO was shown to have a moderate positive effect on EMO ($\beta = .471$). The effect of EO on EMO was in the predicted direction, and statically significant ($t = 3.75, p < .001$); therefore, hypothesis 3 was supported.

Table 4

Results of regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>EMO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>9.754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instsize 2-1</td>
<td>1.083***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instsize 3-2</td>
<td>-9.538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instsize 4-3</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instsize 5-4</td>
<td>-0.482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Price</td>
<td>-1.512*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent variable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMO</td>
<td></td>
<td>.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>.518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNOV</td>
<td>.706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROAC</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISK</td>
<td>-1.154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPET</td>
<td>.664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTON</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model R²</td>
<td>.326***</td>
<td>.337***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model F</td>
<td>3.624</td>
<td>3.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob &gt; F</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=52; Standardized values; * p<.10; **p<.05; ***p<.01, ****p<.001

To test hypothesis 5, EO and EMO should have a significant association with overall performance. Given that EO and EMO were not significant predictors of
performance after holding the control variables constant, hypothesis 5 was not supported (Jose, 2013). The overall summary of hypotheses tests is reported in Table 5.

Insufficient data were available to test hypotheses 6, 7 and 8, which analyzed the subunit effect. Thus, the findings are not discussed. However, additional data collection will ensue in future studies to analyze the relationship between EO, performance, and subunits.

Table 5

Summary of hypotheses test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innov</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proac</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auton</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>Not tested</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings

The primary goal for this research was to explore community college EO-performance relationship. For this study, performance was measured as the composite value of non-financial performance and financial performance, both objectively reported to IPEDS. Entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation were measured as aggregates of its items from the survey instrument created for this study.
**EO - Performance**

For the sample that responded to the invitation email, EO was positively associated with overall performance, but the association was not significant. This suggests that although community colleges may exhibit an EO, EO-performance correlation may be due to chance (Taylor, 1990). Another possible explanation in the non-significant correlation may be in the measurement of overall performance. Applying the same formula of aggregating financial and non-financial metrics as suggested by Pearce II et al. (2010) may not be applicable in the community college setting where EO is the independent variable.

The multiple regression analysis showed that EO was not a statistically significant predictor of overall performance. After holding the control variables constant, EO contributed 1.1% to the overall model. This suggests that for the sample who responded to the survey, an entrepreneurial orientation did not have significant impact on the objective performance measures.

**EO Sub-Dimensions - Performance**

The overall association of entrepreneurial orientation sub-dimension with overall performance was not at significant levels. Pearson’s correlation indicated that the direction of the association was positive, but the association was not at significant levels. The findings suggest that specifically in a community college setting, exhibiting innovativeness, proactiveness, risk-taking, competitiveness, or autonomy seeking are not significant behaviors of an institutional culture associated with objective performance measures.
The multiple regression analysis showed that the entrepreneurial orientation sub-dimensions were not significant predictors of objective performance measures for the sample who responded to the survey. The sub-dimensions contributed 5.4% to the overall model after holding the control variables constants. Interestingly, the sub-dimensions contributed slightly more to predict performance than entrepreneurial orientation. Overall, the model indicated that EO sub-dimensions did not have significant impact on objective performance measures.

EMO - Performance

The participating colleges that exhibited a high degree of an enrollment management orientation were found to have a positive significant correlation with the objective performance measures. While the EMO-performance association was in the predicted direction, the association is small and unlikely due to chance. The small coefficient size may be due to the effect of variations in items measuring objective performance. For example, colleges may not need to plan to increase enrollment, but may need to plan to deliver effective support services (Sharp, 2009). Nonetheless, the positive correlation between EMO and performance is supported by Bontrager and Pollock (2009), in which the authors stated that community colleges are “…embracing SEM (strategic enrollment management) as a conceptual framework for meeting today’s enrollment and financial challenges…” (p. 3). The authors describe strategic enrollment management as “…achieving mission-related goals by balancing resources to maximize student success…” (Clemetsen & Rhodes, 2009, p. 15). In other words, it is likely that the participating colleges have embraced enrollment management as a planning model to maximize institutional effectiveness for meeting performance goals.
Contrary to the significant EMO-performance correlation, multiple regression analysis showed that EMO was not a significant predictor of performance. However, when comparing the overall contribution of EMO to performance while holding the control variables constant, EMO was shown to account for 2.6% variance, which is more than EO, but less than EO sub-dimensions. This finding suggests that the effect of EMO had more effect on performance than EO.

EO - EMO

The correlation between EO and EMO among the participating colleges was in the predicted direction and at significant levels. The nearly large association suggests that a college’s enrollment management orientation may be expressed through an entrepreneurial orientation. Since enrollment management was a practice widely held in 4-year institutions, borrowing the idea for strategic planning would appear to show the college exhibiting innovativeness, proactiveness, risk-taking, and competitiveness (Hossler, 1984). In other words, colleges that adopt enrollment management may perceive themselves as entrepreneurial given that an enrollment management orientation consistently seeks new planning initiatives towards institutional mission and goal attainment (Bontrager, 2004b; Hossler, 1984; Morris et al., 2011; Rosenbusch, Rauch, & Bausch, 2013).

The multiple regression analysis showed that EO was a statistically significant predictor of EMO among the colleges that participated in the study. EO accounted for 19.3% variance after holding the control variables constant, while the overall model accounted for 39.5% variance. Absent prior studies to compare the effect of EO on EMO, a 39.5% variance is considered a large effect size (Cohen, 1998). This finding
suggests that focal enrollment management practices may be rooted in entrepreneurial behavior.

**Limitations of Analysis**

A regression analysis provided the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation, entrepreneurial orientation sub-dimension, and enrollment management orientation and community college performance measured in different models. However, a regression analysis does not indicate that performance was the cause of EO, the sub-dimensions, or EMO. The hypotheses were stated to examine the relationship between the variables, not to determine the cause of performance or enrollment management orientation. Therefore, a regression analysis was the appropriate analytic technique to address the hypotheses (Tabahnick & Fidell, 2013).

The method of selecting performance as the dependent variable for the regression analysis was based on prior studies on EO-performance. Researchers modeled, developed, and tested EO-performance in various settings in the field. Given the prior theories and findings, EO-performance relationship was hypothesized and tested in a community college setting. The theoretical framework for the relationship between EO and EMO was developed in the present study. The items measuring EMO were developed specifically for this study, and therefore, lacking external item and construct validation from the field (Tabahnick & Fidell, 2013).

Researchers can perform mediation tests when specific assumptions are met. Hypothesis 5 tested the mediation effect of EMO on EO-performance relationship. The analytic technique used for testing the mediation effect of EMO on EO-performance relationship required a statistically significant Pearson’s correlation between EO-
performance, EMO-performance, and EO-EMO. Given the lack of statistically significant EO-performance relationship, a mediation test was not performed.

**Conclusion**

In this chapter, I presented the results and the findings of the study. The current study primarily collected data from community college leaders to understand the relationship between community college EO and performance. Subsequently, data were collected to assess community college enrollment management orientation, and its relationship with community college performance. From the population of 890 community colleges, 90 responses were available for data analysis, and overall 60 responses were used for multiple correlation and regression modeling.

The overall results suggested that an EO-performance was not statistically significant in community college setting among the participating colleges, thus contradicting prior research on EO-performance relationship. This may be attributed to the sample size or deviation from not obtaining a subjective measure of performance metrics. Furthermore, EO did not have statistically significant effect on performance, as indicated in the regression model. Additionally, EMO-performance association was statistically significant, but the regression model showed that EMO was not a significant contributor to overall performance. With the total sample size of 60 for correlation analysis and 52 for regression, the small sample size is susceptible to Type II error (Tabahnick & Fidell, 2013).

In the chapter that follows, I will discuss the findings in details. In addition, I will present the limitation of the study, and implications for research, policy, and practice.
Chapter 5

Discussion and Implications

In this section, I will discuss the findings from the data analysis viewed from the research questions. First, I will review the research questions and the hypotheses of the study. Second, I will discuss the findings in the context of the research questions. Third, I will present the limitations of the study, followed by the implications. Lastly, I conclude the chapter with a brief discussion of the next steps.

Discussion

The overall goal of the study was to explore the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and community college performance. Additional data were collected to understand the relationship between enrollment management orientation (EMO) and performance. The research questions and hypotheses for the present study were drawn from prior EO-performance relationship research, and theorized to the community college setting. The relationships between enrollment management orientation and performance, and entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation have never been explored via survey research. Data analysis sought to answer the following research questions.

1. What is the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance?
2. What is the relationship between enrollment management orientation and community college performance?
3. To what extent does enrollment management orientation mediate the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and community college performance?
4. To what extent does entrepreneurial orientation predict performance in the enrollment management dimensions managed by the community college subunits?

**The Relationship Between EO and Performance**

A private sector firm exhibiting an EO signifies strategic planning around sales growth (Covin et al., 2006) in pursuit of profit generation. Strategic planning is paramount to not only sales growth, but also essential for firm survival, and often pursued through increasing market share through new market entry or introducing new products or services. In other words, market pressure forces firms to be more resilient, adaptive, and competitive, and firms adopt an EO to address the market challenges to sustain the economic growth (Grove, 1999; Wiklund, 1999). In this regard, private sector firms have more flexibility in revenue generation than community colleges. A variety of factors such as federal and state policies, and the social mission of the institution dictate community college operation. Although community colleges may exhibit an EO, EO was not a significant contributor to overall performance, as suggested in the results.

Performance data for the study were utilized using the IPEDS database. While other EO studies sought subjective performance data (Pearce II et al., 2010; Phelan et al., 2013), the present study utilized only objective performance data, thus deviating from the established EO-performance theoretical framework in non-profit by excluding subject measures. IPEDS data have been widely analyzed in the area of performance measurement and policy-making in higher education. However, two important points are noteworthy in the context of community college performance. The first point is the discussion of data that are representative of community college performance. The
American Association of Community Colleges has criticized IPEDS because the data set do not reflect the treatment of various student cohorts enrolled at community colleges (AACC, 2012c). On that note, Poulin and Hill (2014) noted that the IPEDS system is antiquated, cumbersome, and confusing to the point where some institutions do not report data accurately. In one example, Poulin and Hill (2014) noted that one institution did not report out-of-state students to IPEDS because these students were excluded from the funding formula. Although IPEDS data are widely held as an objective measure of performance (Dougherty et al., 2009; Kotamraju & Blackman, 2011; Romano & Djajalaksana, 2011), institutions reporting the data appear to be subjectively interpreting the reporting requirements (Poulin & Hill, 2014). The second point of interest on performance data is concerned with the quality of students. It is a well-known fact that higher performing students yield higher performance, but not all students who enroll in a community college will be a higher performing student (Mellow & Heelan, 2008). The disparity in student performance is well documented in Clotfelter, Ladd, Muschkin, and Vigdor (2013) on their study of student performance in North Carolina community colleges using data from the North Carolina Education Research Data Center. In the context of this study, simply following the measurement of objective performance may be inadequate in measuring the predictive value of EO, and its relationship with community college performance.

The Relationship Between EMO and Performance

The results showed a statistically positive correlation between EO and EMO. Moreover, EO was found to be a significant predictor of EMO. The findings support the theoretical framework noted in Chapter 3 that community colleges that exhibit an EO will
adopt an enrollment management orientation. From a theory perspective, enrollment management is a planning mechanism adopted by community colleges to set strategic priorities for meeting institutional goals (Black, 2004; Bontrager, 2004a; Dolence, 1995; Hossler, 1984; Swigger, 1990). Community colleges that institute enrollment management exhibit an enrollment management orientation expressed as adopting a series best practices (Bontrager, 2004b; Dennis, 2012; Feldman, 2003; Glenn, 2009; Lounsbury & Crumley, 2007). In other words, colleges that seek to achieve greater effectiveness in enrollment management practice readily adopt new or emerging strategies.

Entrepreneurial orientation seems to fit into this equation in that best practice adoption is an opportunity recognition activity (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Sarasvathy et al., 2011) exhibited by the college presidents. In its infancy (Hossler, 1984), enrollment management presented a radical shift in how community colleges strategically plan for institutional goals. As success was evident, community colleges adopted enrollment management as a routine institutional practice which permitted colleges to behave in an entrepreneurial manner (Roueche & Jones, 2005). One might argue that colleges adopting enrollment management is not an entrepreneurial activity, but an isomorphic response to demonstrate legitimacy to its stakeholders (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Nonetheless, once enrollment management is adopted, the colleges will continue to innovate practices deemed strategically important to the institution (Lounsbury & Crumley, 2007).

It is a reasonable expectation, as noted by Feldman (2003), that adoption of enrollment management practices will drive institutional change through the continuity of
strategic planning. The enrollment management strategies, or change in practice, recognized through an entrepreneurial behavior are subtly embedded within the institutional actor’s day-to-day routine (Feldman, 2003; Lounsbury & Crumley, 2007). Over time, the entrepreneurial behavior exhibited by the institutional actors becomes the primary driver for change, and it becomes an integral part of the community college culture such that change in practice is readily acceptable. Therefore, enrollment management effectiveness is expressed through community college entrepreneurial orientation.

The second point of interest in an EO-EMO relationship suggests that enrollment management orientation reflects community colleges’ recognition of students and student success through the lens of market-like practice. One may observe the principles of enrollment management as having focal activities relating to customer-centric values (student friendly, graduation), market growth (new student enrollment and retention), and market demand (new academic programs, student services). This is very much in line with the theoretical view of market orientation, which suggests that a community college engages in gathering market intelligence and plans to respond to the market (Bontrager & Moore, 2009; Morris et al., 2007). Therefore, a strong enrollment management orientation implies that the community college is engaged in intelligence gathering to learn about the market demands, and shifts internal resources to respond proactively to the market change. This is a perpetual activity most likely guided by a community college EO.

On the finding related to EMO-performance, the weak correlation between enrollment management orientation and community college performance presents an
interesting challenge to the theoretical concept of enrollment management as an institutional planning mechanism to improve institutional performance. Bontrager and Moore (2009) and others posited that utilization of an enrollment management view for institutional planning will yield greater performance. More specifically, the utilization of best practice is encouraged to meet institutional goals. The adoption of best practice implies the college exhibits a certain weakness in a key performance area where resource reallocation takes place to fund those initiatives. Absent the need for improving a key performance area, the college may be wastefully funding unnecessary initiatives. This leads into the discussion of enrollment management representing an organizational culture unified around institutional performance.

It is known that community college subunits may operate in silos where there is little to no strategic interaction taking place between subunits. From this view, an academic unit strategically plans activities independent of a student service unit (Bontrager & Moore, 2009). This organizational behavior is contradictory to an enrollment management orientation since an EMO unifies institution-wide strategic planning activities. Colleges that are more unified will be less loosely-coupled (Weick, 1976), and may have exhibited a stronger enrollment management-performance relationship. In other words, the weak EMO-performance association suggests that colleges may not be cohesive in their planning activities.

The correlation between an EMO and autonomy is an interesting observation in the discussion of EMO-performance relationship. The results showed that the correlation, while positive, is weak and not statistically significant. This suggests that community college subunits may be engaged in planning independently, as well as
having a broad representative body weighing in on strategic initiatives. Autonomy in this context may permit the self-interested actor to influence the enrollment management planning process, possibly with a disregard of the institutional goals. The influence may be from the board, subunit vice-presidents, faculty members or department heads, thus leaving the college the president with a lack of formal authority to push for his/her agenda. This observation is in line with Miller (1983) and Black (2004) who point out that colleges that centrally plan strategic activities tend to be more goal and results oriented. Therefore, the findings suggest that when institutional leaders exercise autonomy in planning focal enrollment management activities, the institution does not benefit from a higher level of effectiveness in the practice of enrollment management as an institutional planning model.

**Mediating EO and Performance**

For a mediation analysis, the rules state that the correlation between entrepreneurial orientation, enrollment management orientation, and performance should be statistically significant. However, for this study, the correlation between EO and performance was found not to be statistically significant. Since mediation rules were not fully met, a mediation test was not conducted. Thus from a methodological perspective, a mediation test would not yield plausible results.

Nonetheless, the mediating effect of EMO should be explored further with additional data from the field. Specifically in community colleges, enrollment management orientation is considered an important disposition for effective strategy making and planning. As shown in this study, EO had a significant effect on enrollment
management orientation, which suggests that EO is an antecedent to effectiveness in admissions, retention, and outcome planning and practices.

The application of mediating variables in the study of EO and an outcome variable (performance or another variable) pathway is somewhat lacking in the literature. The existing body of research has applied constructs such as marketing orientation, learning orientation, strategy, environmental munificence, and other variables; however, researchers have not replicated the studies using these variables in different settings. Moreover, the literature is lacking studies where researchers may have explored other variables than the ones previously applied in the field that yielded non-significant findings. With respect to studies with non-significant findings or null hypotheses were found to be true, the research journals may have rejected the manuscript for publication.

**Subunit Analysis**

The present study was not able to answer the research question on subunit analysis because of lack of data. Specific subunits in community colleges manage and plan initiatives to meet performance metrics specific to that subunits. Applying the EO construct would have provided an insight on the predictive power of an EO in a subunit setting within the institution. Moreover, the role of an EO has not been studied at the subunit level; therefore, data analysis to answer this research question would have contributed to the ongoing discussion on EO in the literature where unit of analysis are the institutional subunits.

To gain access to the subunit managers, the college presidents provided the contact information for their vice-presidents, thus using snowball a sampling method to reach the survey participants. While the college presidents responded to the survey, only
a few of those presidents identified their vice-presidents for the subunit analysis. When 
those vice-presidents were contacted to participate in the study, even less responded to 
the survey. If the college president notified their vice-presidents about participating in 
the study, then the vice-presidents may have felt confident in responding to the survey. 
Some essence of the legitimacy of the request to participate in the study would have 
supported additional data collection.

**Implications**

In this section, I provide the implications for future research, policy, and practice. 
The limitations of the study offer opportunities to modify the methodology for future 
research. In this section, I offer suggestions for future research, followed by changes in 
practice and policy that emerge because of the research. Lastly, this section concludes 
with the overall contribution of the study to the existing body of research on
entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management.

**Research**

The present study developed a scale to measure enrollment management 
orientation demonstrated through effectiveness in practice. The scale was developed due 
to lack of an existing instrument that quantitatively measured enrollment management 
effectiveness. With the field lacking a formal instrument to measure enrollment 
management effectiveness, and enrollment management becoming a normative practice 
in community colleges, researchers may deploy the present scale in the field for further 
validation. Additionally, researchers may use the instrument to understand the 
effectiveness of enrollment management practice in relationship to other outcome 
variables, such as institutional spending.
As indicated by Bontrager and Moore (2009) and Sharp (2009) institutional practices are the result of effective strategic enrollment management planning. Colleges exhibiting an enrollment management orientation were shown to be a function of an entrepreneurial orientation and it may have some prospect in predicting effectiveness in practice in other areas. Two specific areas worth further exploration are admissions and recruitment practices, and retention and outcome practices. Colleges that exhibit a high degree of enrollment management orientation may also exhibit high degree of effectiveness in other focal activities. Thus, future studies may assess variables measuring institutional practice in the area of recruitment, admissions, retention, and outcome in relationship with EO and EMO.

While the present study evaluated performance as a combined value of non-financial and financial metrics, future studies may evaluate performance as distinct measures of enrollment, retention, graduation, and revenue. As noted in Bontrager and Pollock (2009), community colleges may strategically plan for specific outcomes. For example, one college may plan to increase enrollment, while another college may plan to improve retention rates. More specifically, the role of the statewide policy environment (Fain, 2014) may have an effect on EO-performance relationship. In a recent statewide initiative in Tennessee, high school graduates can attend local community colleges tuition-free. From a marketing perspective, this initiative may drive an influx of new students to the college where the focus may switch from recruitment to retention. Therefore, future studies should consider measure of performance based on the desired outcome the college is seeking.
Unlike the for-profit sector, strategic planning in community colleges is centered on social outcomes. The state and federal policy environment mandates the social outcomes (access, retention, and graduation) of community colleges through its charter, and in other regulatory manners. Furthermore, the specific activities that colleges engage in are under the control of or scrutinized by the policy environment. For example, colleges must obtain approval for implementing a new academic program or restricted to how funds can be allocated. The intrusion of the policy environment can be observed by the current trend of initiatives such as the national graduation initiative, optional remedial education in Florida, and tuition-free community college education in Tennessee. This suggests that the policy environment is playing a role in shaping or driving aggressiveness in performance. In the context of these initiatives, the role of an EO in relationship to community college performance may need to consider varying state and federal level initiatives. As noted in this study, EO-performance relationship did not exist in the community college setting except by chance among the participating colleges. Considering these issues for the field, researchers should collect data to control for state specific policy initiatives by asking the participants to rate the level of influence the state plays in the institutional governance matters.

Researchers can study entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation as an organizational cultural phenomenon in community colleges by applying qualitative research methodology. The study participants may include the president, vice-presidents, and department heads to understand how an EO or an EMO permeates across various levels of organizational structures, how each individual perceives the level of entrepreneurial activity within the institution, and experiences that shape the proclivity
towards an entrepreneurial behavior. Additionally, analyzing enrollment management planning documents may reveal the conceptualization of strategies influenced by entrepreneurial thinking. Applying various research methodologies to the study of EO and EMO will contribute to the discussion of community college management.

While enrollment management and entrepreneurial orientation have been used for assessing performance, the relationship between those constructs and student learning outcome remains unclear in a community college setting, as well as in higher education institutions overall. The core competency of a higher education institution is to educate students. An institution that behaves entrepreneurial may exhibit teaching practices or a culture around teaching that contributes to student learning outcome. A study such as this can be undertaken by applying quantitative methodology, where the institution is the unit of analysis, and the study participants are the faculty.

**Practice**

Community colleges play a key role in shaping the national economic landscape. Given the importance of the institutions, some aspect of its managerial autonomy is threatened by the state policy landscape as noted in the recent Tennessee Promise initiative and Remedial Option in Florida (Fain, 2013, 2014). The external forces acting on community colleges force the institutions to take a certain shape for specific outcomes; thus, colleges plan around meeting those specific outcomes. College leaders should promote a culture of strategic planning, specifically around entrepreneurial practices. Furthermore, college leaders should breakdown departmental and divisional silos to unify institutional resources to achieve the planned outcomes.
The EO-EMO relationship supports the idea that entrepreneurial behavior leads to effectiveness in practices. However, institutional leaders have to be willing to take risks in pursuing new opportunities or change in practice. While a normative approach may be a safe risk-averse approach to management practice in community colleges (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983), entrepreneurial managers contribute to a higher degree of institutional effectiveness (Caree & Thurik, 2011). Community college presidents will find it noteworthy that promoting entrepreneurial behavior among their top leaders and managers will have a positive influence on effectiveness in practice. Therefore, community college presidents should advance the managerial effectiveness by supporting a program to strengthen the institutional actors’ entrepreneurial behavior.

Managers with entrepreneurial tendencies recognize opportunities that enable them to advance their focal responsibilities. For example, environmental scanning enables managers to be proactive in anticipating changes that will affect the delivery of services in the near future. With this understanding, the college leaders can prepare the institution by identifying new mechanisms of delivering services or products to support students for the desired outcomes. For example, an analysis of student behavior trends may reveal that future students will be very technology oriented, and expect access to services at any time. With this insight, the institution can prepare staff to be more resilient to respond to the students’ needs, as well as offer new products to students that allow them access to the services using a self-service delivery mechanism. By being proactive, the college is prepared to support the incoming students who expect access to institutional services in a medium more convenient to the student, thus delivering a higher level of student service.
Colleges with large student enrollment face the challenge of providing individualized service to their students while managing scarce resources. An entrepreneurial manager will recognize this issue as an opportunity to innovate new processes to deliver personalized services to students by leveraging data from the institution’s student information system and other sources. Data oriented processes can provide students with self-service decision-making tools that allows students to identify supplemental credentials based on their course enrollment, risk analysis towards degree completion, or project total cost of enrollment. By drawing on entrepreneurial thinking, the college leaders and managers are able to identify technical processes that enable the institution to provide quality service to their students.

Policy

The performance variable used in this study was an aggregate value of non-financial and financial metrics data reported to IPEDS. As noted in the preceding discussion section, institutions may have subjective understanding of the data definition, thus, the data elements may not provide the whole picture of the institution. For example, community college students may stop out for some time and reenroll. Each intuition may have a different reenrollment policy, which may affect headcount. For this particular situation, should the student count as a new student or a continuing student when he/she reenrolls at the college? In another example, a student stopped out after one year of attendance, reenrolled after one year, and completed the degree requirements one year after reenrollment. In this case, how should the college measure the student’s time to degree? In another example, student headcounts and FTE are reported after the census period, but the census period vary from institution to institution or governed by state
policy. The variability in capturing data presents a challenge in reporting headcounts and FTE consistently across all community colleges. Thus, at the national level, the Department of Education should review and establish new guidelines for reporting data to IPEDS to account for consistent understanding of the data across all institutions while considering differences in the policy at the state level, as well as institutional policy.

Entrepreneurial behavior has implications for institutional policy-making. Higher education institutions play a vital role in sustaining economic growth in national, state, and local context (Mathews, 2013; Rothwell, 2012). Education attainment promotes entrepreneurship, and fosters competition in the labor market (Rothwell, 2012). However, current education policies force institutions to dedicate more resources to compliance rather than to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities to meet market demand or student outcome initiatives (Katsinas et al., 2013). Institutions spend scarce resources towards regulatory compliance, and consequently, divert resources from other activities that may support the institution’s social mission. In this situation, a community college oriented around entrepreneurial behavior may develop institutional policies where little resources are spent on processes when regulatory matters are not a concern. In one example, colleges can improve the degree completion rates by being entrepreneurial in their policy-making process and enact an automatic graduation policy. In this policy, the institution is proactively conferring a student’s degree without having the student to apply for graduation. Institutional bureaucracies are born out of institutional policies and practices that were once needed; but, in the current climate, these policies and practices in aggregate become an economic burden to the institution. An entrepreneurial view
towards institutional policy-making will lead to change in organizational behavior and practice where institutional effectiveness will be realized.

**Significance**

It is clear that a paradigm shift has occurred for community colleges with a renewed focus on accountability and performance. The national policy environment has given considerable importance to community colleges towards sustaining the national economy. Demographic mobility, a more globalized economic market, and a rise in global economic competitiveness have raised the awareness for the need of a highly educated national workforce that can transcend local and national boundaries. In that regard, community colleges are playing an important role in producing a credentialed citizenry that can compete in the marketplace, and contribute to the continuing growth of the national economy.

Organizations have been entrepreneurial when faced with external pressures to meet performance demand. Likewise, community colleges have taken on similar behavior, but the link between institutional entrepreneurial behavior and performance remained a gap in the literature. To address this gap in research, this study examined the role of an entrepreneurial orientation in relationship to community college performance. Entrepreneurial orientation – performance relationship has been studied widely in non-profit and for-profit setting, but the application of EO in the community college setting remained relatively nascent. Thus, the present study established a theoretical framework and developed an instrument for future studies on EO-performance in higher education, specifically in community colleges.
The next area of significance of this study is in the area of enrollment management. Among community colleges, enrollment management is a widely adopted organizational structure and a planning mechanism. Community colleges may express an orientation towards enrollment management through a formal structure or an informal structure. Nonetheless, the study of enrollment management orientation in the community college setting remained nascent. This study contributed to the existing research in enrollment management by developing an enrollment management orientation instrument that can be administered in the field for future research.

Moreover, the present research linked entrepreneurial orientation and enrollment management orientation. The significance of an EO-EMO relationship showed that an entrepreneurial orientation is an antecedent to effectiveness in strategic institutional practices. The relationship between an entrepreneurial orientation and effectiveness in practice remained a gap in research. Thus, the present study contributed to the discussion by establishing an EO-EMO theoretical framework set in community college context.

**Next Steps**

The next step for this study is to return to the field for additional data. This dissertation collected data on focal enrollment management practice in the area of recruitment, admissions, retention, and outcome. The theoretical relationship between entrepreneurial orientation, enrollment management orientation, and enrollment management practice will be further explored. Second, the survey instrument will be revised to focus on variables specific to entrepreneurial orientation, enrollment management, and enrollment management practice. The items pertaining to importance of enrollment management focal activities and items pertaining to the institutional
environment will be removed from the survey instrument. Lastly, the research question on subunit analysis will be revisited by returning to the field for additional data provided by the vice-presidents.

**Conclusion**

The theoretical premise of enrollment management is that community colleges that engage in strategic planning around the social mission yields higher overall performance. Although EMO was found to correlate with performance, it did not serve as a significant predictor of performance. The literature on enrollment management as a strategic planning mechanism suggests that colleges, regardless of size or financial resources, should exhibit effectiveness in enrollment management activities.

Enrollment management is an institutional change factor where colleges leverage institutional resources to meet social performance goals. Driven by an entrepreneurial orientation, an EMO may force community college leaders to be critical of its institutional processes and practices relative to performance goals. When put into practice, an EMO implies that colleges change practice to meet performance goals; however, the rate of change may be subjective to the performance goal and available resources.

Community colleges operate in a very distinct environment with a very controlled focus, where the colleges need to generate revenue to support student success initiatives. With scarcity in funding sources, student success initiatives suffer. When the performance metrics measuring student success show a decline, the stakeholders scrutinize the college leaders for lack of effectiveness in their practice. To maintain legitimacy to stakeholders, college leaders may engage in entrepreneurial behavior to
show progress is being made to improve institutional performance. As shown in this study, a disposition towards entrepreneurialism is not sufficient for higher performance. An entrepreneurial behavior, however, can guide effectiveness in practice that will allow the institution to be more proactive, innovative, and competitive. As for measuring community college performance, it seems subjective to other factors well beyond the institution’s control.
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## Appendix A

### Variable descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey items</th>
<th>Question Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPEDSID</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>IPEDS number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOI1_INNOV1</td>
<td>A.1</td>
<td>Innovativeness question 1: A strong emphasis on tried and true services and academic programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOI2_INNOV2</td>
<td>A.2</td>
<td>Innovativeness question 2: New services, activities, or academic programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOI3_INNOV3</td>
<td>A.3</td>
<td>Innovativeness question 3: Changes in services, activities, or academic programs have been mostly of a minor nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOP1_PROAC1</td>
<td>A.4</td>
<td>Proactiveness question 1: Is very seldom the first college to introduce new products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOP2_PROAC2</td>
<td>A.5</td>
<td>Proactiveness question 2: We position ourselves to meet existing demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOP3_PROAC3</td>
<td>A.6</td>
<td>Proactiveness question 3: We rarely make changes due to perceived changes occurring in the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOR1_RISK1</td>
<td>A.7</td>
<td>Risk-taking question 1: A strong tendency to adopt low-risk projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOR2_RISK2</td>
<td>A.8</td>
<td>Risk-taking question 2: Owning to the nature of the environment it is best to explore changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOR3_RISK3</td>
<td>A.9</td>
<td>Risk-taking question 3: Typically adopts a cautious, wait and see posture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOC1_COMP1</td>
<td>A.10</td>
<td>Competitiveness question 1: Rarely responds to changes and actions that other colleges initiate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOC2_COMP2</td>
<td>A.11</td>
<td>Competitiveness question 2: Typically seeks to avoid competitive clashes with other colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOC3_COMP3</td>
<td>A.12</td>
<td>Competitiveness question 3: Our actions towards other colleges can be termed accommodating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOA1_AUTO1</td>
<td>A.13</td>
<td>Reverse coded response- Autonomy question 1: Very many changes suggested by faculty, board members, or administrators are implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EOA2_AUTO2</td>
<td>A.14</td>
<td>Autonomy question 2: Identifying new student services, activities and academic programs is the responsibility of a small number of individuals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.15 Autonomy question 3: Discourages independent activity to develop new student services, activities, or academic programs

A.16.1 College proactiveness rating
A.16.2 College innovativeness rating
A.16.3 College risk-taking rating
A.16.4 College competitiveness rating
A.16.5 College autonomy rating

B.1.A Establishing clear enrollment goals- Importance
B.1.B Establishing clear enrollment goals- Effective
B.2.A Promoting student success- Importance
B.2.B Promoting student success- Effective
B.3.A Determining optimum enrollment- Importance
B.3.B Determining optimum enrollment- Effective
B.4.A Achieving optimum enrollment- Importance
B.4.B Achieving optimum enrollment- Effective
B.5.A Maintaining optimum enrollment- Importance
B.5.B Maintaining optimum enrollment- Effective
B.6.A Enabling the delivery of an effective academic program- Importance
B.6.B Enabling the delivery of an effective academic program- Effective
B.7.A Generating tuition- Importance
B.7.B Generating tuition- Effective
B.8.A Enabling financial planning- Importance
B.8.B Enabling financial planning- Effective
B.9.A Increasing organizational efficiency- Importance
B.9.B Increasing organizational efficiency- Effective
B.10.A Improving service levels- Importance
B.10.B Improving service levels- Effective
B.11.A Creating a data-rich environment to inform operational decisions- Importance
B.11.B Creating a data-rich environment to inform operational decisions- Effective
B.12.A Creating a data-rich environment to inform institutional strategy- Importance
B.12.B Creating a data-rich environment to inform institutional strategy- Effective
B.13.A Integration of support services- Importance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO13_EFF_SUPP_SRVC</td>
<td>B.13.B</td>
<td>Integration of support services - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO14_IMP_REV_MNGT</td>
<td>B.14.A</td>
<td>Tuition discounting for revenue management - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO14_EFF_REV_MNGT</td>
<td>B.14.B</td>
<td>Tuition discounting for revenue management - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO15_IMP_ADMS_OPP</td>
<td>B.15.A</td>
<td>Enhancing admissions operations - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO15_EFF_ADMS_OPP</td>
<td>B.15.B</td>
<td>Enhancing admissions operations - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO16_IMP_MRKT_IMG</td>
<td>B.16.A</td>
<td>Creating a marketing image that will reach all types of students - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO16_EFF_MRKT_IMG</td>
<td>B.16.B</td>
<td>Creating a marketing image that will reach all types of students - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO17_IMP_DIFF_TUIT</td>
<td>B.17.A</td>
<td>Differential tuition based on the academic program of study - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO17_EFF_DIFF_TUIT</td>
<td>B.17.B</td>
<td>Differential tuition based on the academic program of study - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO18_IMP_MRKT_ACAD_PROG</td>
<td>B.18.A</td>
<td>Creating academic programs based on market needs - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO18_EFF_MRKT_ACAD_PROG</td>
<td>B.18.B</td>
<td>Creating academic programs based on market needs - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO19_IMP_STUD_DMND</td>
<td>B.19.A</td>
<td>Offering courses on days and times based on student demand - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO19_EFF_STUD_DMND</td>
<td>B.19.B</td>
<td>Offering courses on days and times based on student demand - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO20_IMP_DISSM_DATA</td>
<td>B.20.A</td>
<td>Disseminating data on student performance to relevant departments - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMO20_EFF_DISS_DATA</td>
<td>B.20.B</td>
<td>Disseminating data on student performance to relevant departments - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRCP1_IMP_TUT_SRVC</td>
<td>C.1.A</td>
<td>Tutoring services - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRCP1_EFF_TUT_SRVC</td>
<td>C.1.B</td>
<td>Tutoring services - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC2_IMP_ADMS_OPP</td>
<td>C.2.A</td>
<td>Academic support and progress services - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC2_EFF_ADMS_OPP</td>
<td>C.2.B</td>
<td>Academic support and progress services - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC3_IMP_PROF_ADVS</td>
<td>C.3.A</td>
<td>One-on-one professional advising - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC3_EFF_PROF_ADVS</td>
<td>C.3.B</td>
<td>One-on-one professional advising - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC4_IMP_WRK_EXP</td>
<td>C.4.A</td>
<td>Providing practical work experiences - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC4_EFF_WRK_EXP</td>
<td>C.4.B</td>
<td>Providing practical work experiences - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC5_IMP_STUD_COL</td>
<td>C.5.A</td>
<td>Programs designed specifically for students of color - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC5_EFF_STUD_COL</td>
<td>C.5.B</td>
<td>Programs designed specifically for students of color - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC6_IMP_FRST_YR</td>
<td>C.6.A</td>
<td>Programs designed for first-year students - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC6_EFF_FRST_YR</td>
<td>C.6.B</td>
<td>Programs designed for first-year students - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC7_IMP_VETS</td>
<td>C.7.A</td>
<td>Programs designed for Veterans - Importance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRPC7_EFF_VETS</td>
<td>C.7.B</td>
<td>Programs designed for Veterans - Effective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C.8.A One-on-one faculty advising - Importance
C.8.B One-on-one faculty advising - Effective
C.9.A Helping students gain theoretical and pragmatic knowledge about the psychology underlying success and failure - Importance
C.9.B Helping students gain theoretical and pragmatic knowledge about the psychology underlying success and failure - Effective
C.10.A Require students to attend study-session - Importance
C.10.B Require students to attend study-session - Effective
C.11.A Offer students priority registration - Importance
C.11.B Offer students priority registration - Effective
C.12.A Offer workshops to assist students with filling out FAFSA - Importance
C.12.B Offer workshops to assist students with filling out FAFSA - Effective
D.1.A Online admissions application - Importance
D.1.B Online admissions application - Effective
D.2.A Academic programs within high schools for students to earn college credits to your institution - Importance
D.2.B Academic programs within high schools for students to earn college credits to your institution - Effective
D.3.A Campus visit days for high school students - Importance
D.3.B Campus visit days for high school students - Effective
D.4.A High school visits by admissions representative to the primary market - Importance
D.4.B High school visits by admissions representative to the primary market - Effective
D.5.A Campus visit events designed for high school counselors - Importance
D.5.B Campus visit events designed for high school counselors - Effective
D.6.A Campus open house - Importance
D.6.B Campus open house - Effective
D.7.A Admissions decisions on the spot - Importance
D.7.B Admissions decisions on the spot - Effective
D.8.A Off campus meetings or events for high school counselors - Importance
D.8.B Off campus meetings or events for high school counselors - Effective
D.9.A Television ads - Importance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA9_EFF_TV_ADS</td>
<td>D.9.B</td>
<td>Television ads- Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA10_IMP_PRSP_CMP_VST</td>
<td>D.10.A</td>
<td>Encourage prospective students to schedule campus visits on the admissions web site - Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA10_EFF_PRSP_CMP_VST</td>
<td>D.10.B</td>
<td>Encourage prospective students to schedule campus visits on the admissions web site - Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA11_IMP_RCRT_SPC_DEMO</td>
<td>D.11.A</td>
<td>Recruitment strategies targeting specific demographics- Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA11_EFF_RCRT_SPC_DEMO</td>
<td>D.11.B</td>
<td>Recruitment strategies targeting specific demographics- Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA12_IMP_SOC_MEDAIA</td>
<td>D.12.A</td>
<td>Leveraging social media- Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA12_EFF_SOC_MEDAIA</td>
<td>D.12.B</td>
<td>Leveraging social media- Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA13_IMP_ACAD_PRG_RCRT</td>
<td>D.13.A</td>
<td>Academic program specific recruitment- Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA13_EFF_ACAD_PRG_RCRT</td>
<td>D.13.B</td>
<td>Academic program specific recruitment- Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA14_IMP_EXTRN_ORG</td>
<td>D.14.A</td>
<td>Partner with external organizations to increase enrollment- Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMRA14_EFF_EXTRN_ORG</td>
<td>D.14.B</td>
<td>Partner with external organizations to increase enrollment- Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU1_GEOGR_LOC</td>
<td>E1.1</td>
<td>Significantly less/more concerned with state regulatory matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU2_GRWTH_OPP</td>
<td>E1.2</td>
<td>Significantly /less concerned with growth opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU3_COMPETIT</td>
<td>E1.3</td>
<td>Significantly less/more concerned with competition from other colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU4_POPU_GRWTH</td>
<td>E1.4</td>
<td>Significantly less/more concerned with population growth in the area of my college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU5_FED_REG</td>
<td>E1.5</td>
<td>Significantly less/more concerned with federal regulatory matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU6_STATE_REG</td>
<td>E2.1</td>
<td>Significantly less/more concerned with state regulatory matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU7_LOCAL_REG</td>
<td>E2.2</td>
<td>Significantly less/more concerned with local/county regulatory matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU8_ACCRED</td>
<td>E2.3</td>
<td>Significantly less/more concerned with accreditation matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMU9_FUNDING</td>
<td>E2.4</td>
<td>Significantly more/less concerned with funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMI1_CENTRALIZED</td>
<td>F.1</td>
<td>Significantly more centralized/decentralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMI2_DEPT_PERF</td>
<td>F.2</td>
<td>Significantly more concerned with the performance of my (department/division)/college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_EMI3_INST_PERF</td>
<td>F.3</td>
<td>Significantly more concerned with the college’s internal/external needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_PERF_RANK_1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Highest rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_PERF_RANK_2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Second rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_PERF_RANK_3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Third rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLL_PERF_RANK_4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Fourth rank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPEDS fields</th>
<th>IPEDS REPORT YEAR</th>
<th>IPEDS FIELD DESC - Absolute values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUFYR1_2010-11</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Published tuition and fees for academic year 2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUFYR2_2011-12</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Published tuition and fees for academic year 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUFYR3_2012-13</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Published tuition and fees for academic year 2012-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUFYR0_2009-10</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Published tuition and fees for academic year 2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENRTOT_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Total men and women enrolled for credit in the fall of the academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Full-time equivalent fall enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFUG_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Total undergraduate men and women enrolled for credit in the fall of the academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUFACR_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Student-to-faculty ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET_PCF_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>The full-time retention rate is the percent of the (fall full-time cohort from the prior year minus exclusions from the fall full-time cohort) that re-enrolled at the institution as either full- or part-time in the current year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET_PCP_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>The part-time retention rate is the percent of the (fall part-time cohort from the prior year minus exclusions from the fall part-time cohort) that re-enrolled at the institution as either full- or part-time in the current year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCDEG_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Associate's degree awarded between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4GR100_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Graduation rate - degree/certificate within 100% of normal time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4GR150_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Graduation rate - degree/certificate within 150% of normal time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4GR200_2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Graduation rate - degree/certificate within 200% of normal time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Financial Aid Percentage of all full-time, first-time degree/certificate-seeking undergraduate students who received any financial aid. Financial aid - Grants, loans, assistantships, scholarships, fellowships, tuition waivers, tuition discounts, veteran's benefits, employer aid (tuition reimbursement) and other monies (other than from relatives/friends) provided to students to meet expenses. This includes Title IV subsidized and unsubsidized loans made directly to students.
reimbursement) and other monies (other than from relatives/friends) provided to students to meet expenses. This includes Title IV subsidized and unsubsidized loans made directly to students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1TUFETF_2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Revenues from tuition and fees per FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1STAPFT_2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Revenues from state appropriations per FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1LCAPFT_2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Revenues from local appropriations per FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1GVGCFT_2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Revenues from government grants and contracts per FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1PGGCFT_2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Revenues from private gifts, grants, and contracts per FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1INVRFT_2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Revenues from investment return per FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1OTRVFT_2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Other core revenues per FTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENRTOT_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Total men and women enrolled for credit in the fall of the academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Full-time equivalent fall enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFUG_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Total undergraduate men and women enrolled for credit in the fall of the academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUFACR_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Student-to-faculty ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET_PCF_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>The full-time retention rate is the percent of the (fall full-time cohort from the prior year minus exclusions from the fall full-time cohort) that re-enrolled at the institution as either full- or part-time in the current year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET_PCP_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>The part-time retention rate is the percent of the (fall part-time cohort from the prior year minus exclusions from the fall part-time cohort) that re-enrolled at the institution as either full- or part-time in the current year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCDEG_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Associate's degree awarded between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4GR100_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Graduation rate - degree/certificate within 100% of normal time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4GR150_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Graduation rate - degree/certificate within 150% of normal time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4GR200_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Graduation rate - degree/certificate within 200% of normal time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANYAIDP_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Financial Aid Percentage of all full-time, first-time degree/certificate-seeking undergraduate students who received any financial aid. Financial aid - Grants, loans, assistantships, scholarships, fellowships, tuition waivers, tuition discounts, veteran's benefits, employer aid (tuition reimbursement) and other monies (other than from relatives/friends) provided to students to meet expenses. This includes Title IV subsidized and unsubsidized loans made directly to students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1TUFETF_2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Revenues from tuition and fees per FTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Revenues from state appropriations per FTE  
Revenues from local appropriations per FTE  
Revenues from government grants and contracts per FTE  
Revenues from private gifts, grants, and contracts per FTE  
Revenues from investment return per FTE  
Other core revenues per FTE  

Institution size category based on total students enrolled for credit.  1: Under 1,000; 2: 1,000 - 4,999; 3 :5,000 - 9,999; 4: 10,000 - 19,999; 5: 20,000 or more  

Community college state  
College size and setting based on Carnegie Classification  
Total headcount reported  
Graduation rate reported  
Transfer rate reported  
Cohort year for graduation and transfer rate  
Net tuition  

Innovativeness composite score. Survey items A.1 + A.2 + A.3  
Proactiveness composite score. Survey items A.4 + A.5 + A.6  
Risk-taking composite score. Survey items A.7 + A.8 + A.9  
Competitiveness composite score. Survey items A.10 + A.11 + A.12  
Autonomy composite score. Survey items A.13 + A.14 + A.15; Item A.13 is reverse coded.  
Entrepreneurial Orientation composite score: INNOV + PROAC + RISK + COMPET + AUTON  
Entrepreneurial Orientation composite score: INNOV + PROAC + RISK  
Enrollment Management Orientation effectiveness: Composite score of items: B.1.A to B.20.A  
Retention and Completion practice effectiveness. Composite score of items: C.1.A to C.12.A  
Institutional effectiveness composite score: EMPRC + EMRA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSTEFF_I</td>
<td>Institutional effectiveness importance composite score: EMPRC_I + EMRA_I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXENV</td>
<td>External environmental munificence. Composite score of items: E.1.1 to E.2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INENV</td>
<td>Internal environmental munificence. Composite score of items: F.1 to F.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_FTE</td>
<td>FTE percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_EFUG</td>
<td>Full-time undergraduate percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_STUFAC</td>
<td>Student to faculty ratio percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_RETF</td>
<td>Full-time retention rate percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_RETP</td>
<td>Part-time retention rate percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_ASDEG</td>
<td>Associate degrees awarded percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_GR100</td>
<td>100% graduation rate percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_GR150</td>
<td>150% graduation rate percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_GR200</td>
<td>200% graduation rate percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_ANYAID</td>
<td>Any financial aid awarded percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg_REV</td>
<td>Total revenue percentage change from 2010 to 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix C

Survey Instrument

[1] Entrepreneurial Orientation

Instructions: Please select a single number to indicate which of the two statements is most true for your college. Selecting a one (1) indicates strong agreement with the first statement, while a seven (7) indicated a strong agreement with the second statement, and a four (4) indicates both are equally true. The numbers in between represent differing degrees of agreement with one of the two statements.

[1] In general, the leadership in our college favors...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A strong emphasis on tried and true services and academic programs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>A strong emphasis on new services and academic programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[2] How many new services, activities, or academic programs has your college offered in the last 3 years?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very few</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Very many</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[3] At my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes in services, activities, or academic programs have been mostly of a minor nature</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Changes in services, activities, or academic programs have been quite dramatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[4] My college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is very seldom the first college to introduce new products, student service, academic program, administrative techniques, operating technologies, etc.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Is very often the first college to introduce new products, student service, academic program, administrative techniques, operating technologies, etc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[5] At my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>We position ourselves to meet existing demands</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>We position ourselves to meet emerging demands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[6] At my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>We rarely make changes due to perceived changes occurring in the community</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>We continually make changes due to perceived changes occurring in the community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[7] In general, the leadership of my college has...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A strong tendency to adopt low-risk projects, student services, administrative techniques, operating technologies, or academic programs with normal and certain results</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>A strong tendency to adopt low-risk projects, student services, administrative techniques, operating technologies, or academic programs with dramatic results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[8] In general, the leadership of my college believes that...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owning to the nature of the environment it is best to explore changes gradually via cautious incremental behavior</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Owning to the nature of the environment bold wide ranging acts are necessary to achieve the college’s objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[9] When confronted with the decision-making situations involving uncertainty, our college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typically adopts a cautious, wait and see posture in order to minimize the probability of making costly decisions</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Typically adopts a bold aggressive posture in order to maximize the probability of exploiting potential opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
[10] In dealing with other colleges, my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rarely responds to changes and actions that other colleges initiate</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Always responds to change and actions that other colleges initiate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[11] When dealing with other colleges, my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typically seeks to avoid competitive clashes with other colleges</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Typically adopts a very competitive strategy towards other colleges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[12] At my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our actions towards other colleges can be termed accommodating</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Our actions towards other colleges can be termed aggressive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[13] At my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very many changes suggested by faculty, board members, or administrators are implemented</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Very few changes suggested by faculty, board members, or administrators are implemented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[14] At my college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifying new student services, activities and academic programs is the responsibility of a small number of individuals</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Identifying new student services, activities and academic programs is done by all members including faculty, board, and non-administrative staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[15] My college...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourages independent activity to develop new student services, activities, or academic programs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Encourages independent activity to develop new student services, activities, or academic programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[16A] Relative to peer institutions, how does your college rate on:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Proactiveness</th>
<th>Much more</th>
<th>More</th>
<th>About the same</th>
<th>Less</th>
<th>Much less</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Innovativeness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Risk-taking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Competitiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Autonomy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### [B] Enrollment Management Orientation

**Instructions:** For each focal enrollment management activity, please rate the (A) importance of the activity and (B) effectiveness of the activity. If the focal enrollment management activity is not applicable, please select N/A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale (A): 1 - Not at all important ... 7 - Highly important</th>
<th>(A) Overall, how important is the focal enrollment management activity to your college?</th>
<th>(B) Overall, how effective is your college with the execution of the focal enrollment management activity?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Establishing clear enrollment goals</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Promoting student success</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Determining optimum enrollment</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Achieving optimum enrollment</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Maintaining optimum enrollment</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Enabling the delivery of an effective academic program</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Generating tuition</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Enabling financial planning</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Increasing organizational efficiency</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Improving service levels</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Creating a data-rich environment to inform operational decisions</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Creating a data-rich environment to inform institutional strategy</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Integration of support services</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Tuition discounting for revenue management</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Enhancing admissions operations</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Creating a marketing image that will reach all types of students</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Differential tuition based on the academic program of study</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Creating academic programs based on market needs</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Offering courses on days and times based on student demand</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Disseminating data on student performance to relevant departments</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### [C] Retention and Completion

**Instructions:** For each focal retention and completion activity, please rate the (A) importance of the activity and (B) effectiveness of the activity. If the focal enrollment management activity is not applicable, please select N/A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale (A): 1 - Not at all important ... 7 - Highly important</th>
<th>(A) Overall, how important is the focal retention and completion activity to your college?</th>
<th>(B) Overall, how effective is your college with the execution of the focal retention and completion activity?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tutoring services</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Academic support and progress services</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. One-on-one professional advising</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Providing practical work experiences</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Programs designed specifically for students of color</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Programs designed for first-year students</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Programs designed for Veterans</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. One-on-one faculty advising</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Helping students gain theoretical and pragmatic knowledge about the psychology underlying success and failure</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Require students to attend study-session</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Offer students priority registration</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Offer workshops to assist students with filling out FAFSA</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**[1] Admission and Recruitment**

Instructions: For each focal admission and recruitment activity, please rate the (A) importance of the activity and (B) effectiveness of the activity. If the focal enrollment management activity is not applicable, please select N/A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale (A): 1 - Not at all important</th>
<th>7 - Highly important</th>
<th>Scale (B): 1 - Not at all effective</th>
<th>7 - Highly effective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Overall, how important is the focal admission and recruitment activity to your college?</td>
<td>(B) Overall, how effective is your college with the execution of the focal admission and recruitment activity?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Online admissions application</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Academic programs within high schools for students to earn college credits to your institution</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Campus visit days for high school students</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. High school visits by admissions representatives to the primary market</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Campus visit events designed for high school counselors</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Campus open house</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Admissions decisions &quot;on the spot&quot;</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Off campus meetings or events for high school counselors</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Television ads</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Encourage prospective students to schedule campus visits on admissions website</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Recruitment strategies targeting specific demographics</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Leveraging social media</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Academic program specific recruitment</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Partner with external organizations to increase enrollment</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[11] Environmental Unfriendliness**

Instructions: Please select a single number to indicate which of the two statements is most true for your college. Selecting a one (1) indicates strong agreement with the first statement, while a seven (7) indicates strong agreement with the second statement, and a four (4) indicates both are equally true. The numbers in between represent differing degrees of agreement with one of the two statements.

To be effective/efficient, my college is...

| 1. | Significantly less concerned with the geographic location of the college | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 | Significantly more concerned with the geographic location of the college |
| 2. | Significantly more concerned with growth opportunities | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 | Significantly less concerned with growth opportunities |
| 3. | Significantly less concerned with competition from other colleges | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 | Significantly more concerned with competition from other colleges |
| 4. | Significantly less concerned with population growth in the area of my college | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 | Significantly more concerned with population growth in the area of my college |
| 5. | Significantly less concerned with federal regulatory matters | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 | Significantly more concerned with federal regulatory matters |
### [E2] Environmental Munificence

**Instructions:** Please select a single number to indicate which of the two statements is most true for your college. Selecting a one (1) indicates strong agreement with the first statement, while a seven (7) indicated a strong agreement with the second statement, and a four (4) indicates both are equally true. The numbers in between, represent differing degrees of agreement with one of the two statements.

1. **Significantly less concerned with state regulatory matters**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **Significantly less concerned with local/county regulatory matters**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Significantly less concerned with accreditation matters**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Significantly more concerned with funding**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### [E3] Internal Environmental

**Instructions:** Please select a single number to indicate which of the two statements is most true for your college. Selecting a one (1) indicates strong agreement with the first statement, while a seven (7) indicated a strong agreement with the second statement, and a four (4) indicates both are equally true. The numbers in between, represent differing degrees of agreement with one of the two statements.

[A] The planning process in college is...

1. **Significantly more centralized**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[B] During the planning process, my college is...

2. **Significantly more concerned with the performance of my department/division**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Significantly more concerned with the college's internal needs**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Significantly more concerned with the college's external needs**
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[F1] Performance

Instructions: Please rank these performance measures in the order of importance to your college/subunit. Please number each box in order of preference from 1 to 10. 1=Highest preference ... 10=Lowest preference

- Enrollment
- Retention
- Graduation
- Faculty-Student Ratio
- Funding
- Title IV Disbursement
- Reduce Student Debt
- Job Placement
- Competency Based Education
- Improve Developmental Education

[G] Participant Information

[1] Please indicate your sex: [] Male  [] Female  [] No answer

[2] Please indicate the number of years employed at your college: _______

[3] Please indicate the number of years in your current role at the college: _______

[H] A 360-degree analysis will provide insight into the subunit effect on community college entrepreneurial orientation-performance relationship. Your assistance with identifying executives from student affairs, academic affairs, and finance divisions within your institution who can provide responses to the survey for a 360-degree analysis is greatly appreciated. Please enter their email addresses below, and within the next 48 hours, they will receive a customized survey invitation by email with subject line “Invitation: Survey of Community College Entrepreneurial Orientation”. Please encourage your executives to assist with the data collection required to perform the 360-degree organizational-level analysis of community college entrepreneurial orientation.

Email of vice-president for academic affairs or equivalent:

Email of vice-president for student services or equivalent:

Email of vice-president for finance or equivalent:

[I] If you would like to obtain a copy of the survey results, please enter your email address below. The survey results will be made available at the conclusion of the research project.

Your email address:
Appendix D

Sample Invitation Email Text

Dear [College President Name],

My name is Bhavesh Bambhroliya, and I am a doctoral candidate at Rowan University in Glassboro, NJ. Short time ago, I wrote to you for your participation in a national survey that I am conducting for my dissertation on the topic of entrepreneurship in community colleges. I am asking community college leaders to reflect on the various aspects of institutional strategy and planning process.

The survey should take you no more than 20 minutes to complete, and you will be responding to the strategy and planning process at [college name]. To access the survey or to review the IRB and research information, please click the link below or copy and paste the survey link into your favorite web browser.

Survey, IRB, and research information link: [survey link]

I am asking for your help with the data collection efforts in this area. The insight about [college name] will be of great value to the study and in advancing community college management practice, research, and policy.

Should you have any further questions or comments, please feel free to contact me. I appreciate your time and consideration in completing this survey. Thank you for participating in this study!

Many thanks,
Bhavesh Bambhroliya
Doctoral Candidate
Rowan University
College of Education
Email: bambhr22@students.rowan.edu
Phone: 609-738-0395